


INTRODUCTION 
Tms FOURTH and enlarged edition, "From the Far 

Corners of the Earth" presents new pictures and stories 
of the world's raw materials-what they are, whence 
they come, how they are obtained, and what qualities 
make them most suitable for specific uses. 

To engineers, chemists and other pioneers in the arts 
and sciences of industry, credit is due for develop
ments which would have seemed miraculous to our 
forefathers, but today are taken as matters of course. 

Production of many of these materials-some of 
them new in their industrial applications-is a com
plicated process and their use in some cases highly 
technical, but it has been the endeavor, in the space of 
a few pages, to make the story understandable. 

Since these materials come from the far corners of 
the earth, the reader is taken into the hills of Pennsyl
vania, the treasure-laden Rocky 1\Iountains, the Klon
dike, and far away India and l\Ialaysia. 

If reading these pages helps you discover anew some 
of the many interesting places in your own country, or 
in foreign lands, if it helps you learn more 
about far away people and their customs, this 
booklet will have justified its publication. 
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C'opyrh:-ht 19~i. 19:!5. 'Vcstern l•:lc•ctri<' (;ompnny, lncorpo l':ltt•tl. 
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2 The Story 

Tile tapping floor of a blast fm·nace, 
.~howing molten i1·on issuing j1·om the 
funwce. llololten slag, being lighte1· than 
iron, floats on the top and is skimmed 
off, going down the t1·ough at the ?'igllt 
into ct slaa car. The molten iron flows 

off to the left into a hot-1netctl cct?-. 

of Iron 

Since mankind first learned of iron stone. 
iron has played CL part in the }))'Ogress of 
the world. As arms and armor, it hel1Jed 
to open up the old t1·ade 1·outes and nozc 
tho:t we have steel, shiny rails and sturdy 
slu,ps bea·r trade to all pa1·ts of the world, 
and among their most important freight 

are products of i1·on and steel. 

Left--Pouring a heal [1'0in an elect?·ic funwce. 

Iron ot·e, /M·med by concentnttion within 01· neco· molten ?'OCk, 
being cncshed to get it rencly for iron making. 

The blooming mill handles the 
steel in(lots as the black.~mitlt 
td/h Ins hammer and mwil 
shape!{ small pieces of i1·on and 

steel. 
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The Age of Alloys 
The art of extracting metals from their ores and fitting 

them fo1· use is metallurgy. It is really a new science, but one 
of the oldest of the arts. Its possibilities have been dimly 
realized for a long time. In the search for the finer metals 
most smelting operations take place at the mine because the 
ores are too lean in metal values to permit of profitable trans
portation to centers of consumption. Native gold or copper in 
visible amounts is found in few important mining operations. 
When gold is found in the amount of between one-tenth and 
one-fifth ounce per ton, the ore can be worked commercially. 
The development of modem machinery and of methods by metal
lurgical engineers has made this possible. 

The romance of metallurgy is evidenced by the McArthur 
and Forest discoveries in the cyanide process of extracting 
gold, by reworking huge piles of refuse and obtaining yields 
of great fortunes from supposedly waste material. Sidney 
Thomas developed the celebrated basic process for making 
steel, which made it possible to produce good steel from phos
phoritic iron ore, the by-products from the slags making 
cement and fertilizer. Still another illustration of accomplish
ments in metallurgy, a story fascinating in its plan and efl'ort, 
is the work of Daniel C. J ackling on the low grade copper 
ores of Utah and adjoining states, which contain from 0.6 to 
1.5 per cent of copper, finely disseminated or scattered. Jack
ling decided that these ores could be worked profitably if the 
operation were of g1·eat magnitude. After yt>ars of planning, 
his ideas were confirmed technically and commercially with the 
beginning of the Utah Copper Company, which operates the 
greatest single copper mine in the 'vorld. At this mine, each 
year, more material is moved than was taken out in the build
ing of the Panama Canal, and at a present (19:~8) cost of 12 
to 15 cents per ton, or about one-half of what it was at the 
beginning. The recovery of copper from these lean ores has 
been increased from 60 or 65 per cent to 85 or 90 per cent of 
the total copper in the ore. In the early days nothing below 
1.5 per cent copper was considered pay ore. Now, at these 
surface copper mines, ore as low as 0.6 per cent copper and 
ore from underground mines showing 1.0 per cent copper are 
treated at a profit. Approximately 360,000,000 tons of ore 
haYe been mined and about the same number of dollars paid 
to stockholders. A substantial proportion of the entire popu
lation of Utah is dependent, in prosperous times, directly or 
indirectly, upon the Utah Copper Company. 

Iron ores present different problems. Most iron ores 
contain over 50 per cent of iron and require an equal weight 
of coke and much limestone to smelt them in the blast furnace. 
Consequently the transportation of this ore, particularly by 
water, is practical and as a result the iron ore blast furnaces 
are usually near steel mills. By far the greater portion of 
pig iron never cools off but is carried molten in ladle cars, 
sometimes for considerable distances, to the open hearth and 
Bessemer furnaces for conversion into steel. Close to 60,000,-
000 tons of iron are brought down the Great Lakes in good 

Thousands of 11eco-s ergo P1·ehistoric 
1Uan discot'e?·ed " malle!tbility" in ce1·tain 
"stones". It was the beginning uf the 
!?·on Age. The illust1·a tion abo ve :>ho1r•s 
natives of the Belgian Con.lfu smelting 
i1·on in a j u1·nare made of lava. The 
men holding the sticks are operc~ting 

crude bellows. 

A modent Bessem&r Conve1·te1· in action. 
Hot metal from the blast furnctee is 
pou1·ed into the pem·-~;haped converter 
and ai1· is blown th?-ough jo1· a short 
JIP?'iod, bm-ning out the va1·ious impuri-

ties rwd com•e1·ting the metal i11to 
B PM<PIII P?· StePl. 
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A million ton stomge yard Jo1· oTe 
and coke and the O?'e bridge 507 
feet long that 7Jicks up 14 tons of 
i1·on o1·e at each scoop of the shovel. 

Story of 

In it·on fields whet·e the o1·e lies just under the surface, steam 
shovels scoop it up as the first ste1) leading to the t•essels which 
ca?'1'1f it th1·ough the Great Lakes to the imp01·tcmt i1·on mul 

~;teel manufactw'ing cities. 

Iron 

In most cases where elect1·ic
ity is used to 1n·odttce magnetic 
effects iron is a necessity. And 
in innume-rable instances 
where strength or keen cut
ting edges al'e needed i1·on o1· 
the steel made front it is used. 

Left-A modern blast funt(tc:e 
where iTon o1·e is -reduced to met<d 
by smeltin,q tdth coke rmd limestone. 

Pou?'ing molten metal 
ft·om a fu?-nace into a 
kettle car1-ied on its 

own cett·. 
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years. About half goes into the heavy forms of steel, such as 
rails, plates, bars, pipe and structural tubing; the other half 
into the more hig-hly specialized steels which are made up prin
cipally into products by manufacturers of consumer goods: 
sheet and strip steel, tin plate, cutlery steels, safety razor 
steels, nails, barbed wire, fencing and fence posts. 

Ninety to 9·1% of the entire U.S. production of steel of over 
50,000,000 tons is plain carbon steel; that is, iron containin~ 
from a trace to 1.5% carbon with the addition of small amounts 
of silicon, manganese, and impurities. The varying properties 
of this steel, such as hardness, strength, toughness, etc., are 
mainly controlled by the amount of carbon. With varied heat 
treating, developed by metallurgists, steel is made hard and 
brittle, so that small pieces can be easily snapped in the fingers, 
or tough, so that it may be bent readily and will remain bent, 
or given a spring temper-fairly hard but elastic. 

We have, therefore, the wide range of natural properties 
of steel, and also the much wider range made possible by 
heat treatment. But wide as are these possibilities, they are 
not wide enough to satisfy modern engineering requi1·ements. 
So the metallurgist has tumed to alloy steels and the alloys 
of other metals. 

John A. :\lathews, well-known metallurgist, called the 
twentieth century the "Age of Alloys" because alloys have as
sumed such wide importance within the past 30 years. Known 
for a long time, their use was not extensive until science began 
to understand the art of mixing metals. l\:Iichael Faraday, 
more than a century ago, experimented with synthetic alloys. 
and it has been known that meteors usually are of iron with 
nickel and cobalt. lie is credited with the first attempt to 
improve the characteristics of iron by adding other metal to it. 
Faraday's fame, however, is due to his discovery of magnetic 
induction upon which lhe modern electrical industry is based. 

Today, there are made annually some 3,000,000 tons of 
steel to which has been added one or more of the following 
metals : silicon, manganese, nickel, chromium, copper, tun~
sten, molybdenum, \'anadium and cobalt. Occasionally other 
and rarer metals are added. 

The resulting alloys ha\"e many special qualities suitable 
for a greally increased \'ariety of uses. Some excel in strength 
and toughness or possess greater magnetic and other electrical 
properties; increased corrosion resistance, or greater or less 
expansi,·e or elastic properties, etc. 

Permanent magnet alloys in your handset telephone may 
contain either tungsten from China or molybdenum from 
Colorado with cobalt from South Africa. Alloys of these ele
ments with iron make highly efficient telephone magnets. 
;.\Iagnets of these alloys also are smaller and lighter in weight 
than those formerly made of other materials. Other alloys, 
containing nickel, copper, zinc, aluminum, magnesium, and 
precious metals, used in the manufacture of telephone and 
other electrical equipment, are described in the chapters deal
ing with those metals. 

5 

Alloy .~ll:el is used in the magnet ctml 
rlillphmfJIIl of yo1tr handxet telephone. 
The cmdlt· and bu.~e are of zinc allo!l, 
while 1/11 bu.~e plate, co1·ered tt•ith 

lcl£1 her, is o I i1·on. 

A ]lhnntom t·iew of yo1tr handset tele
)lhow·. Pmcticnlly nil of the metal 
part11 arc uwde of t'a1·ious alloys that 
xerl'e bl'xl each part for its }la,·ticular 
job of fJil'ing tl'iq1h011e xt'l"t'ice. Somt· of 
tlte• dC'lail.~ of the tnm.~mitter and 1"<'
CI•ivcr It?"(' ('.I"JIIained in lute1· clmpterx. 
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llilO!f steel is u.~ed in lite nwguet and 
diaphragm of your dt.~hsiMtd receive1·. 
The ~tem oml buse of this f( le,,/wne m·e 
of bmss, wh·i/e the llllse plute (cot·ered 

with felt) is of i1·on. 

hon is used fo make up much of the 
fmmework of /he switch1Joa1·rl sections 
where thottsauds of telephone lines come 
to[JCther and u•he1·e tlte called part!J is 
selected. Roth the blach cwd white 
fruwr'u•nrk ~"rtim1s .•hnu:n abo••e 111'1' o; 

iron. 

An automatic or machine stritching 
telephone e,,·change built almost en
tirely of i1·on and steel and Hon-feuous 

(L/l01J8. 

Story of Iron 

Gold is for the mistresN-sil1•e1· for the maicl; 
Co71]Jer for the C?'aftsman, cunni11.9 at hi.q t1·ade. 
"Good!" s11id the Baron, sitting in his hall, 
"But Iron-Cold Iron-is master of them all". 

(From Cold Iron-by R. Kipling) 

Iron was used in the very early days of history, although 
our ancestors thousands of years ago knew very little about 
the metal compared to what we know today. But it marked a 
big advance when men began to use iron instead of copper and 
bronze for weapons and tools,-and so important was this in 
changing their way of li,•ing that historians today call that 
time the Iron Age. 

Six thousand years have passed, and now, strangely 
enough, we are again in an Iron .Age, or to be more exact a 
Steel Age, since our buildings, our machinery, our ocean 
steamers, our trains, all depend on steel in some form or other. 

Iron is everY\vhere-in the leaves of trees. in plants, even 
in the blood of our veins and our arteries. If the iron-bearing 
corpuscles in our blood refused to work, all the colo1· in our 
cheeks would fade, we would grow weak and finally die. But 
the iron in our blood is needed there and the iron in the soil is 
available only to the plants. So the iron for needles and sky
scrapers must be found elsewhere. 

Up lu Minnesota where the Father of Waters starts his 
journey to the Gulf as a small, clear, musical stream, are vast 
deposits of a red ore called hematite, which men have found to 
be of great value. Large prosperous mining towns have grown 
up because of the ore. It lies close to the surface, so that the 
work of the miners reminds one of excavators making ready 
to build gigantic buildings. Steam shovels lift the red earth 
into hopper cars, locomotives haul the long ore trains to the 
docks in the two cities at the head of the Great Lakes, the 
hopper cars empty into large bunkers, and huge derricks or 
chutes load the ore into ships for the long journey to Gary, 
CleYeland, Toledo, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and other cities. 

During all this time other miners near these cities and on 
down into West Virginia have also been busy. The coal which 
they mine finds its way to coking ovens, where practically all 
the gas, moisture and ash are removed, leaving only the carbon. 

The coke made from coal from the Connells,·iJle and West 
Virginia mines is ready to meet the iron ore from the north. 
To the meeting is added a third product-eommon limestone. 
All three, the iron ore, the coke and limestone are dumped in 
layers through the top of a furnace. As the coke burns, creat
ing a terrific heat, a blast of air is forced through the mass. 
The coke at the highest temperature combines with the oxygen 
contained in the ore and frees the metallic iron. The iron 
flows to the bottom of the furnaces, where it is "drawn off" 
and run out into molds, while the impurities which were in the 
iron ore are absorbed by the limestone and remain as "slag." 

We now have pig iron but there are still carbon and other 
things in it which usually are not wanted. So the iron generally 
goes through selected additional processes. 

Steel differs from iron in that more slag and carbon have 
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been removed by either the Bessemer process or the open
hearth method. Ingot steel, for instance, is a true steel, free 
from slag but containing a small percentage of carbon. There 
are also commercial irons and steels which differ in the amount 
of other metals they contain. Among these are manganese 
steel, chrome steel, and nickel steel. 

Iron ores are so common in the earth that there is hardly 
a ccuntry which does not have some iron, although many coun
tries do not mine it. Besides the deposits around Lake Su
perior-which form the greatest iron mining district in the 
world-there are also great bodies of iron ore in Alabama, 
France. Brazil, Newfoundland, the United Kingdom, Germany, 
Luxembourg, Russia, Spain and Sweden. 

An interesting feature of iron making is that some coun
tries which possess coal but have little iron, import the iron. 
Great Britain, for instance, is an important coal mining coun
try, but before the War it mined only about two-thirds of the 
iron ore smelted in British furnaces. 

There is another important iron ore besides the hematite 
which is mined in 1\Iinnesota. For many centuries men have 
known of the lodestone, which has the power of attracting 
iron. This name is given to any piece of iron which is a natu
ral magnet made of the iron ore called magnetite. This kind 
of iron ore, which is supposed to have been discoYered in Mag
nesia, a part of Asia Minor, is found in many places in this 
country as well as in Norway and Sweden. 

Iron which is not naturally a magnet, as you know, be
comes one when a wire is wrapped around it and an electric 
current passed through the wire. For this reason iron is 
used in all electrical equipment which makes use of the princi
ple of magnetism in its operation, except where there are air 
core inductances or loading coils in the system. For 
instance, in completing a telephone call from one party to 
another, an electric cunent puts a number of electro-magnets 
to work to make and break other contacts, so that electric 
currents may flow or cease to flow. If you are talking from one 
dial telephone to another, there are scores of relays which control 
circuits to light lamps and ring bells from the moment you pick 
up your receiver until you and the party called hang up. Many 
of these relays work, not once, but several times. 

Then, too, iron is alloyed with nickel to make the permal
loy that is wrapped around the Atlantic cables. By wrapping 
a thin tape of it (six-thousandths of an inch thick) around the 
copper wire beneath the gutta-percha insulation of telegraph 
cables, the speed of sending messages has been increased eight 
fold, so that 2,400 letters a minute can now be sent. 

Another place where iron is used is in the receiver of 
your telephone instrument. That diaphragm you see when 
you look into your desk stand type receiver is of thin steel 
alloy and when you are listening to a message it is made to 
vibrate by a magnet made of two small coils wound on iron 
cores located just behind the diaphragm. The distance from 
the ends of these magnet cores to the diaphragm is carefully 
adjusted to within a few thousandths of an inch. 

Clm1·ging an open-hem·th furnace. The 
clw1·ge consists of a mixture of ]Jig 
i1·on and steel sc1·ap, loaded into ?'ec
trmgulrw steel boxes which £11'e inse1·ted 
th1·ough the funwce door by the charg
ing machine which manipulates the 
bo.re:; on the end of a long steel ba?'. 

This cmtomcttic mach'ine is one of a 
:;eries of tlwee which make i1·on sc1·ews; 
lhe first dmws in the i1·on 1·od, fonns 
the head rmd cuts off the p?'O]Jer length; 
the second slot.s the head; the thi1·d 
jM·ms the thread. This is the machine 

which cuts the slot~; in the heads. 

Some magnet.~ in telephone systems must 
be }Jennanent magnets. Permanent ?nag
nets ctre made by b1-inging the piece to be 
mngnetized into the field of CL powerful 

electro-magnet. 
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Com·er·tenl 11scd for ll!wnillf/ out im]nt1'i
ties in nickel. 

of 

Six acre.~ of cell.~ for the production of pu1·e elect1·olytic nickel. 

Nickel 

Nickel is used frequently and in lctr{Je 
quantities to protect cmd prese1"ve the 
metals that i t cove1·s or plates. Nickel 
as an alloying element adds toughness 

to steel. 

L eft-A modent !;/r·ip mill in lV est Viryh1in . 
H ere workmen m·e rolling Jnn·e nickel. Ect<"h 
machirw 111rtkes the uickel strip thinne1· am/ 
longe1· until the de!!i?·ed thickness i!l obtained. 

A seven ton elec
tric furnace. 
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The superstitious people who lived during the period we 
call the "Dark Ages" believed that gnomes and e\'en worse 
sprites were often behind the little petty troubles that arose 
from day to day. The old Saxon miners of the period, in fact, 
even went so far as to blame the "Old Nick" himself whenever 
they chanced upon copper ores which were hard to work and 
named one especially troublesome ore "Kupfer-nickel" because 
there was an "evil spirit in the copper" ("kupfer" meaning 
copper, and "nickel"-an old German name for the evil spirit). 

The metal remained a rarity for many years until the 
owner of one of the new Canadian railroads, in an effort to stir 
up profitable tonnage, endeavored to work a large copper de
posit located near the right of way. This Sudbury "copper" 
ore deli.ed refiners for some years, due to their inability to sep
arate commercially the copper from the nickel which it con
tained. Many thousands of dollars had been spent in unsuc
cessful efforts to solve this problem, when the more or less 
chance obserYation was made that copper and nickel sulphides 
(a compound of sulphur) when melted with sodium sulphide, 
would separate into two layers on cooling-like cream rising 
from milk-and that most of the nickel would collect in the 
bottom layer. This discoYery forms the basis of the most prac
tical nickel refining process known and has been employed in 
obtaining most of the nickel that is in use today. 

The nickel deposits of the Sudbury district in Canada are 
so rich and extensiYe that they will suffice to supply the world 
requirements for nickel for hundreds of years. They are the 
source of over ninety per cent of this metal. The only other 
known nickel deposits of much importance are located in New 
Caledonia, a small island in the South Pacific, and these have 
been worked on a rather small scale for many years. 

The Sudbury ore contains nickel, iron, copper and sul
phur together with small proportions of platinum, palladium 
and other precious metals. The ore is reduced to a fine powder 
and is then treated by the "flotation" process in which little 
air bubbles select one class of mineral and float it away, allow
ing the remainder to sink. By this treatment much of the cop
per is separated and can be refined directly as a copper ore. 
The remainder, containing nickel, iron and some copper, is 
roasted to remo\'e about half of the sulphur; melted in a re
Yerberatory furnace and then "Bessemerized" by blowing air 
through the molten mass, forming a matte rich in copper and 
nickel. This matte is then mixed with excess coke and nitre 
cake (sodium acid sulphate) to form sodium sulphide, and 
fused. The white-hot liquid is poured into great ladles holding 
ten tons, and is allowed to solidify. The nickel settles to the 
bottom layer. The solid mass is then broken apart and the 
bottoms are re-treated to form a mass containing some seYenty
two per cent of nickel, while the tops are worked up for the 
copper which they contain. The second bottoms are ground 
to a fine po,Yder and passed through a sintering machine which 
heats the powder until it forms a solid mass without really 
melting. This burns off most of the sulphur. The material is 

Jl(tn!/ parts of the telephone xttstem (trl' 
ve1·11 delicate and must be protected 
against the effects of the atmosphe1·e 

by plating. 

Tew; of thouxamls of sprinys containing 
nickel are used in making telephone 
equi]mzent. Machines lihe this punch 

sp1'ings otlt of long atrips of metal. 
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Molten nickel being discluwged f1·om ct 
mode1·n funwce into a special hom>e>·. 

Nickel ingots are heated be[o1·e they 
ct?·e put under the big hamme1· and 
sometimes before they go into the 

?'Olle1·s. 

Inspecting telephone parts. Nickel is 
used as a finish on mauy of the parts 
used in telephone appaTafu.q to in~w·e 

Tesistance to abnospheric effects. 

Story 0 £ Nickel 

then leached with water to remove the sodium salts, melted 
and cast into anodes for electrolytic refining. 

The electrolytic refining process is essentially nickel plat
ing on a grand scale. The impure anodes or positive terminals 
are hung in tanks containing a solution of nickel sulphate, 
which is continuously circulated and purified, and an electric 
current is passed from the anodes through the solution to thin 
nickel cathodes or negative terminals. The passage of current 
causes nickel to dissolve from the anodes and to deposit on the 
cathodes, which finally attain a thickness of about three
eighths of an inch. The cathodes are then removed, washed 
and cut up as the customer may desire. The cathode nickel 
will contain about 99.95% of nickel plus a small amount of 
cobalt, .015% copper, .01% iron and .002% sulphur. 

The precious metals contained in the anodes do not dis
solve but form a mud which is carefully saved and treated to 
recover the platinum, palladium, rhodium (found in platinum 
ores), gold and silver. 

In addition to refining by electrolysis, nickel can be ob
tained by the Mond process, converting the nickel into a gase
ous product, which is subsequently decomposed, depositing 
pure nickel. In this process impure nickel oxide is heated with 
water gas to reduce it to the metallic state. The resultant fine 
nickel powder is treated with carbon monoxide, which reacts 
with it to form a gas called nickel carbonyl. This gas is then 
heated to 180° C, which causes it to decompose, forming small, 
round onion-like pellets of pure nickel. 

By altering the refining process and purifying the nickel 
and copper simultaneously, the alloy known as l\Ionel metal is 
secured. This strong, white, corrosion-resisting metal is used 
tor sinks, table tops, food machinery, valves, hardware, con
denser tubes, pickling crates and a host of other applications, 
and in many ways indirectly assists in the production of the 
parts of your telephone. 

Pure nickel is used for certain parts of the thermionic 
amplifying tubes employed in the long distance lines of the 
telephone system, and a large tonnage is employed in the con
struction of tubes for radio receiving sets. Pure nickel is also 
used for food handling equipment, particularly that used for 
milk. The spark plugs of your motor car are in all proba
bility equipped with electrodes made of an alloy of high nickel 
content. 

Nickel alloys with most of the useful metals and generally 
confers the qualities of strength and whiteness; for instance, 
nickel alloyed with copper and zinc forms the nickel (or Ger
man) silver employed for springs in telephone relays and 
switch keys and for some contact-carrying members of the 
telephone instrument itself. 

The alloys of chromium and nickel withstand prolonged 
heating at high temperatures without serious oxidation and 
are therefore used as heating elements in electric toaste1·s, 
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flatirons, etc. Similar alloys are resistant to tarnishing and 
corrosion, and are therefore of interest for domestic cooking 
utensils, food handling equipment and articles where appear
ance is important. 

While nickel is less magnetic than iron ii adds remarkably 
to the magnetic properties of iron when alloyed with it in 
varying amounts. An alloy containing about 78% nickel 
-with iron the principal remainder-produces one of a series 
of nickel-iron a lloys known as permalloy. 

Permalloy possesses an extremely high permeability in 
weak magnetic fields and is low in hysteretic losses. Seventy
eight %nickel alloy also is used for the cores of certain telephone 
relays and other telephone equipment where exceptional mag
netic qualities are required. Similar alloys containing nickel, in 
the form of thin tape, are wrapped around the copper conductors 
of submarine telegraph cables and increase eight-fold the rate 
at which signals can be transmitted, so that 2,400 letters a 
minute can now be sent as already stated on page 7. 

An alloy containing about 81% nickel-with or without 
2% molybdenum-is employed in the loading coils used on long 
distance telephone lines with a resultant saving in space and cost. 

Nickel iron alloys containing 45 to 50% nickel possess 
characteristics which result in lo"v power losses and are, there
fore, employed in instrument transformers and in special power 
transformers. 

A nickel iron alloy containing about 35~ nickel (low expan
sion nickel iron alloy) shows almost no expansion or contraction 
with changes in atmospheric temperature. It is consequently 
used for accurate measuring tapes, thermostats, struts in 
aluminum pistons for automobiles and other similar purposes. 

Similar alloys (iron 60%, nickel 40~) coated with copper 
can be sealed through glass and are used for the lead-in wires 
of incandescent lamps and radio tubes; while alloys of slightly 
higher nickel content are used for producing fire resisting wire 
glass. Another alloy containing some 36% of nickel, 12%
of chromium and the remainder iron, is valuable because its 
stiffness does not change with the temperature. 

Steels containing from 1 to 5% of nickel and generally a 
small amount of chromium or molybdenum are strong and 
tough and are widely used for aircraft engines, automobiles, 
armor plate and locomotives. A high tensile nickel-chromium 
steel is required for the little pinions used in the operators' 
calling dials in automatic exchanges. 

Nickel can readily be applied to metal surfaces by electro
plating, and many small parts employed in the construction of 
telephones are protected from corrosion and made more pleas
ing in appearance by plating them with nickel. Many of your 
household electrical appliances also are plated with nickel to 
beautify them, and in some cases a thin plate of chromium is 
applied on top of the nickel to obtain a higher lustre-this is 
the finish that is so widely employed on automobile trim. 

Nickel is sometimes used as a protective 
coating on the pm·ts of the tnm.~mitte•· 
indicated b!f the three nppe1· M"1"0WS and 
as plating on connect01·s in the 1·e
ceiver and for springs in the body of 

the insb·nment. 

Xickel is JJa?"t of the alloy used in the 
relatJ illust1·ated nl ove, a type employed 
by the tens of thousnnds in telephone 
system;;. Nickel is used in the winding 
wir·e, contact springs, magnetic struc-

tlo·e and finish of the relay. 

Niche! si/n!r is used in the meclumism 
of the keys the sll'itchlwco·d operntor 
manipulate>< to listeu-in to lenm u:lwt 
number is 11'111/lcrl and also to "1·ing" the 

called subsc1·ibe1·. 
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Right-Mining copper undergro~md. The 
1·ock is hauled to the smelte?· whe1·e it is 
broken into small7Jieces and 7Jrocessed to 
obtain the va1·ious 1netals it ma11 contain. 

Below-Coppe?' on's a1·e obtained by 
b/crNting. Holes are drilled cuul JJacked 
with ex]Jlosi1•e. An electric cun·ent ex-

]Jlodes the charge. 

Right-Geologist cmd samplet· ctt wo1·lc in a 
coppe?· mine. 

of Copper · 

Coppe1· in the fO?'?n of wi1·e is almost 
always u:-;ed to ca?'?'Y elect1·ic CU1'
rents. Coppe1·, b1·ass and b1·onze, the 
latte1· two being alloys of copper with 
zinc and tin, respectively, a1·e essen
tials in automotive manufacture and 
fo1· ships, buildings and the making of 

statues cmd othe1· wo1·ks of a1·t. 

Left-Coppe?' ore.s in loose soil or {?·om hill
side~> torn down b!J bla:;ting a1·e dug and 
loctded to send to the smelten> b!! means of 

electric or stearn shovels. 
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Copper was used long before the beginning of the oldest 
written records, and today is second only to iron in its indus
trial value. For centuries it was used either alone or in bronze 
to make dishes and other vessels, and for ornaments, armor 
and weapons. 

In those early days, too, copper coins came into use. 
Besides, a man's wealth was often measured by the weight of 
copper he owned. For instance, in the days of the early Roman 
republic, if a man was worth the equivalent of 150,000 pounds 
of copper, he had to provide himself with certain arms and 
armor suitable for fighting in the front ranks of the legion. If 
he were not quite so wealthy, the law made him serve as a 
certain class of soldier, and called for less complete equipment. 
And so it went down the scale of wealth until those who had 
property amounting to less than 1,500 pounds of copper went 
as orderlies to the lesser leaders and as "replacements". For 
those even less well off, military service was not required nor 
did they have to pay any taxes. 

Probably the most widely known product of copper dating 
back to those days was the famous ·Colossus of Rhodes, one of 
the Seven Wonders of the ancient world. It was a bronze 
statue to the sun god Helios which the joyous people of Rhodes 
had made out of the spoils left by a besieging army which 
suddenly fled without waiting to gather up its belongings. It 
stood 70 cubits (105 feet) high and was thrown down by an 
earthquake about 225 B.C. One thousand years later it was 
sold by the conquering Arabs to a junk dealer. 

The copper deposits of northern Michigan, visited by the 
Jesuit Fathers at about the time of La Salle's discoveries, were 
first worked for commercial purposes by white men about 1844. 
These deposits around Lake Superior contain what is called 
native (practically pure) copper and are quite different from 
the mines at Butte, Montana, in which the copper is combined 
with sulphur or other elements. Still a third kind of deposit 
is worked. It is called porphyry and in it the copper minerals 
are scattered through large masses of rock. 

The deposits of native and of sulphide ores are mined by 
levels, drifts, crosscuts, stopes, and other underground work
ings. The ore is brought up through shafts, some of which are 
more than a mile deep. 

Many of the porphyry deposits, on the other hand, are 
near the surface and mining is carried on in open cuts or pits, 
similar to those used to mine iron in the Lake Superior district. 

While copper does occur as pure copper, most copper ores 
contain different amounts of lead, zinc, gold, silver and in 
some cases platinum, palladium and other rare metals. 

To obtain the copper from its ores different methods are 
used, depending on the character of the ore. In the flotation 
process, copper, finely ground, is separated from the dirt and 
rock-called gangue-dug up with it, by treating in a liquid 
made up of certain proportions of oil (coal tar and creosote) 
and water. In this mixture the copper ore floats but the 

Coppe1· is u:;ed in you1· telephone as ctn 
alloy in the b1·uss for pl(ttes and ~;cnrws 
and as b1·onze in the conductors of the 

connertin.rt cm·ds. 

Jn.sulnted thin copper· wire is wottnd 
around i1·on r·ocls in you1· telephone r·e

ceiver to make a mctgnet. 

Coppe1· wi?·e by the mile is used in 
switchboa1·ds. Thi8 coppe1· wire brings 
1:oices to the O]Jerator, completes voice 
pathways between talking S!!bsc1·ibers, 
pennits curTent to pas!! around iron 
bars to form magnets and leads cun·ent 
to la,mps which flash signals on and off. 
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Right-This conveJIOr can-ies the hot COJ~]JM' 
bm·s tn the ~·nils, u•hP1'1> thPlJ M'll tlwnnl tnto 
Tod.~ /?·om which 1vi1·e is dnnvn. The CO]>}Jer 
billet furnctce which heats the 225-pound 
ba?·s is one of the lm·gest in the world. It is 
capable of hectting 60,000 pounds of the 
metal to 1,750 degrees F . each how·. The 
ba1·s tra1;el through a heating chamber in 
which enough b1·icks tVC?'e tt:>e<l 
to build three si.•·-1·oom bun.qa-
lou·.~ of solid b1·icf• construction. 

Copper lends itself adntimbly to change of 
shape when hot and even tohen cold. One of 
its greatest sm·vices to present-day life is a 
1·esult of this characte1·istic, making it possi
ble to change short thick bars of coppe1· into 
long thin wires fo1· can·ying elect?·ic CU?Tents. 

Left-Loctding billets of coppe1· in n modern heating 
jurnacc. 

Eat h pw;;; vt the bctrs through the rolls 1·educes the thicknes.~ 
of the copper and inc1·eases tl>e l!'ngth, so that now the bar, 
which INt.~ o1·iginally 54 inches long and 4 inches sqlW?'e, has 

Here the eud of the red 
hot copper 1·od is beino 
placed betu·een the re-
1Wlring rolls, 1·educing 
its size and increasing 

its length. 

become a 1·od 1,200 feet long and only 1,4 inch in diameter. 
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gangue sinks. The copper thus secured is then smelted and 
refined. 

Oxidized ores-those in ·which oxygen is chemically com
bined with the copper-are crushed and then poured into an 
acid solution which dissolves the particles and separates the 
copper from its gangue. Pure copper is obtained by the elec
trolysis method, described under the picture illustrating the 
process. 

The United States has produced from its own ore as much 
as 50 per cent of the total output of copper in the world. The 
known deposits not yet mined, and reserves already developed 
in the United States, exceed those of any other country. Chile 
continues to be the world's second resene of copper, with 
Africa third, while the deposits in Spain, which have been 
mined since the days of the Phoenicians, are still rich. 

While for a long time copper has been one of the most 
Yaluable metals, it has become practically indispensable since 
the electrical industry was established. About half of the cop
per produced is used in that industry, where it provides path
ways for elecb·ic current. A large part of the remainder is 
utilized in the manufacture of brass, bronze, and other alloys 
used in automobiles, electric railways, ships, in building con
struction and er•tipment. 

Because copper is a good conductor of electricity it is ex
tensi\·ely used as wire in your telephone system, and because 
of its other qualities, it is used in alloys with other metals. 

The making of copper wire is one of the most interesting 
processes in the country's largest telephone factory. To see the 
large, thick bar of copper taken red-hot from the furnace and 
started between a pair of massive revolving rolls- to see it 
next like a red-hot snake glide between other pairs of rolls 
again and again until it leaves the last roll as a rod 1,200 feet 
long, and a quarter of an inch in diameter, is a sight that few 
who see ever forget. This rod is then drawn through dies, 
each reducing the diameter and increasing the length. For the 
finer gauges of wire these dies are made out of diamonds, 
drilled to the proper size. A single billet will make 2,200 miles 
of 42 gauge wire, .00:2-19 of an inch in diameter-finer than the 
average human hair. 

Copper wire so produced is used in the lead covered cable 
you ha,·e seen in manholes leading to telephone conduits under 
the street and in cables suspended on poles. The Western 
Electric Company uses millions of miles of such copper wire in 
a year's output of cable. The wire used in your telephone, too, 
is made that way. There its chief use is in the wire coils of 
the receiver. 

Still more copper is used in the brass screws of your tele
phone and in the terminals to which wires are attached. Coils 
for the bells that ring when you a1·e called to the telephone, 
relay coils and many other types of coils for use in telephone 
circuits, annually make use of millions of feet of copper wire 
in various sizes. Copper foil is used in making certain types 
of telephone condensers. 

In the elect?"olytic p1·ocess the anode is 
made of the metal to be 1JU?'ifiecl. The 
electrolyte is a CO]Jpe1· sulphate solution 
contctining f?'ee sulplno-ic acid and, ttsu
ally, a small amount of common salt 01· 
some otl1e1· soluble chloride. The cw'rent 
tracels through the solution, car1'11ing 
co]J]J€1' f1·om the anode and depositing 
it on the cathode plate. The deposited 
-metctl is about .?9.9J J>M' cent pure co]Jper. 

To get the gmin.s of coppe1· out of the 
ore bu the J1·othing J!I'Oces.q the m·e is 
ji1·st c1·ushed to rt JJO!t'der. Then oil and 
water a1·e mi .• ·ed with it and air is 
foTcecl tlwour;h, forming a fl·otlt to 
1ehich the copper gmins adhere a1ul 

J1·om which they ewe skimmed off. 

Cable making. A cable 2.,~ inches in 
cliametet· contains as many as 1,818 

pai1·s of copper wires. 
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RitJhl-Tht•xt· ritlln1 fn~· {lathering tin 
from t/11 fll'lll't·l tll'l lollfl clwlu1 with 
dcatx acroxx the bottom. tl x the water 
cttrl'!fill!J tltr gmt•t[ ttml r1rninx of tin 
j(oll'x aiOII!f, lhr liNn·i,,· tin sinks, is 
caught llffllimd llu· drat.~ 1(1!1/ ix ncorcred 
later, u•hilt· 1111' ll'tllll' ctiiTics the other 

matc1·ial a ll'll!f. 

Story 

After the tin has been separated from the gravel it is put 
in bags to go to the smelters from which it comes out as 

the tin of commerce. 

of Tin 

Tin has two chief uses in industry. It i:; 
one of the ingredients of solder and 
when lwd-ri<'h tin alloy is ap]Jlied to 
steel plate ct.-; a coating. is commonly 
usrd for roofing. Tin also is t'.c;ed in 
making cans and pails for paints cuul in 
the <'Onst ruction of a tho11sand and 011e 
other artirles. When suitobly treated, 
tin also makes {fOOd containers for food. 

Left-To CtiiTif th1 .~oil containii![J gmin:o~ 
of tin 1111 from tltc mine it is clumped into 
the water that rJtlihcrs in the low p(wts 
of the mine. Pu111pin,q the tl.l(tte1· to the 

surf nee Mings the tin up too. 

Tin]llate-the form most 
familiar to us. 
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About 1809 or 1810 one Nicholas Appert won the prize 
of 12,000 francs for discovering a way to can foods. Appelt, 
however, was just one year ahead of Peter Durand, an Eng
lishman, who was the first to preserve food in tin "canisters", 
Appert ha\'ing used glass for his first containers. 

In the United States today, where 5,000,000,000 cans of 
food are eaten every year, nearly 40% of all the tin used goes 
into tin plate for making tin cans. 

Besides the use of tin for cans, which, by the way, are 
made from sheets of steel coated on both sides with tin, the 
metal is used in making solder, tin-foil, collapsible tubes for 
tooth paste, vaseline, shaving cream and similar articles-and 
to gh'e weight to silk and make it rustle. 

Tm has been used almost as long as any other metal. 
Copper was probably the first to be used and was followed by 
bronze, an alloy of copper and tin, the first use of which was 
for arms and armor. Later it was made into cannon-and 
bronze cannon were common up to a few decades ago. 

The oldest tin mines of which history tells us are in 
Cornwall, England. Long before Caesar's time vessels from 
Carthage voyaged to what was called the Tin Islands. 

These mines, which in times past were the only ones 
extensi\'ely worked, are now able to furnish but a small part 
of the world's tin supply. The United States, which uses more 
tin than any other country, has to import its supply. The Malay 
Peninsula and Banka, a smal l island across the Strait in the 
Dutch East Indies, now provides most of the tin. This tin 
finds its way to United States, England, Germany and France, 
as does that from Bolivia, a country which r anks second in 
tin production. 

Tin is used in solder in your telephone and throughout 
telephone systems wherever wires are to be spliced, as in the 
case of cables; in telephone switchboards to fasten wires 
permanently to connectors, relays and coils; and in the termi
nal rooms of central offices, where thousands of wires coming 
from the switchboard are soldered to connectors from which 
wires go to homes, offices and factories. 

Switchboard wire is coated with tin in an automatically 
controlled machine. The "·ire passes through an acid bath, 
through a bath of molten tin, then through a wiper, which 
remoYes all but a very thin film of tin. The wiper may be a 
wrapping of asbestos cord, a diamond die, or a jet of high 
temperature steam. The tinned wire is cooled in a water bath, 
dried, and wound on take-up spools. 

Tin is utilized to coat some iron parts to keep them from 
rusting and is used instead of antimony in the lead sheaths of 
cables made for special purposes. 

Also, the current is canied in the cord of the telephone 
by a special bronze alloy of tin and copper which is strong and 
highly conductive. 

Tin -is a part of the solde1· which makes 
jinn good cu1·rent ca?'l'lfing connection.~ 
l:etweeu many of the >~mall pel!' Is in 

your telephonP. 

.-1 "steam wipe" tinning muchine, which 
Jntts a thin coat of tin on co)lper wire 
before it is insulated to facilitute sol-

dering to other wi1·e O?' to rtJIJifl1'niWl. 

Solder joins the wil'es in lead Col'ered 
cables and also joins the lead sheaths 
whe1·e two cables come together, tlms 
p1·eventing moistm·e /1'0111 c1·eepi1w in to 

inju1·e the insltlation. 
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Ri!Jitl-Poll'uful cite/ ric tmhman loaded to 
bfgin thc ir lonfJ haul to IIH bast of the shaft. 

l\:1('('/wnicallJt ftclit•<tted casting wheels mold 
the lead into silt•cry "pigs'' read!/ to begin 
its final, vital job of wotecling the nation's 

11/)cecltwa/18. 

0 £ Lead 

Tlu outstcutdiuf} clwra('tui.'ltiC of lead is 
it:-; ability to u·ithstcuul corrosion. Its soft
ncs.~ and fte.ribility make it suitable for 

/1/(111!/ liS('.'?. 

l-<fl- F<u· /}( m·ath tl11 no·th'$ surface e .• ·pc1·ienCfd 
ulin('l"s t•lant d!lmtmit< cl1 </I in tltt sheer face of a 

/t II!JI. I Q(/; C(LL'C I'll. 

Elect ricctlltl opcrctl< d shovel loading ore in ga/le1·y. 
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It is a clear crisp day and you are out skating. As you cut 
fancy eights and double eights on the ice you feel as warm as 
toast, while George or J im or Susie or Anne, dressed as 
warmly as you and skating just as fast, is cold, with chatter
ing teeth and numb fingers. Back indoors, however, you im
mediately begin to feel drowsy, while the person whose teeth 
were chattering is wide awake. 

In much the same way the more than fifty metals in the 
world differ from each other. Iron, for instance, is tough and 
can be made into everything frcm soft iron magnets, cast iron 
radiators, and malleable iron for railway cars, to steel axles, 
steel girders, steel wire and steel tools. 

Yet there is one thing about commercial forms of iron 
that makes them unsuitable for certain uses. They quickly 
rust if not protected and will, in time, completely change into 
iron rust (or, as it is technically called, iron oxide). 

By giving iron a coat of lead in the form of paint we help 
to keep it from rusting and thus give to it one of the good 
qualities of lead. 

Lead possesses scarcely one of the good qualities of iron. 
It cannot be made into rails or girders. It is so soft it can be 
cut with a pocket knife or dented with a finger nail, but 1't will 
not 1'Ust. A thin film or tarnish quickly forms which acts as a 
protection against further oxidation. 

Lead pipes have come down to us from the days of Rome, 
Pompeii and Herculaneum, while iron pipes and other iron 
objects of even later periods have long ago rusted and tumed 
to dust. 

But this is only one good point about lead, which we have 
come to think of as almost a precious metal because it has 
become so necessary to us. Besides its uses in paint it is used 
for roofing, to make queer-looldng gargoyles, and water pipes 
-in bearings for crankshafts, driving shafts, and connecting 
rod bearings-in solder-in type metal-in ammunition-in 
musical instruments-in petroleum refining-in glass, rubber, 
pottery enamels-and in storage batteries. 

Many of these uses are almost as old as civilization. The 
Romans made water pipes of lead and soldered them with lead. 
The slingers of Hannibal's army that invaded ltaly used little 
lead balls for sniping at the Romans. 

In those early days the mining of lead was sometimes 
done by prisoners of war of the Roman govemment; and in 
the remains of some of the old mines in Sardinia there are 
shafts so narrow that it is believed the men who cut them 
must have been lowered head downward and worked in that 
position. 

In an old book, "Diary of Lady Willoughby," which tells of 
the English revolution in the reign of Charles I, there is an 
entry dated Monday, October 20, 1644, as follows: "Lieutenant 
General Cromwell wrote a Letter acquainting the Governour 
that if any violence were offered these Men, the best in the 
House should not expect Quarter. The Countesse of Win-

Tltere i.~ lead in the telephone fuse wi1·es 
which JJ1'0lect the telephone ci1·cuits. 

In these 1J1'essrs, thin, hollow, lead-tin 
11iping is filled with ?'osin to nwke 

easy-to-use ro.~in core solde1·. 

In this familia?· scene the telephone wires 
u1·e being put unde1·g1·ound, enclosed in 

their protective sheath of lead. 
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Right-Antimon!f clwrrtin{l mcc/umism of a 
Ctltlrulllf controlhd luul mtlting xJJStem. 

Below-This kdtlc for mcltiltfl a111l prepar
ing luul cwtiniOttif allo11 will hold 50,000 
pOituc/s of 1111 t11l. Tlt1 mdting capacity of 
tlte systc 111 is .w,ooo pounds JICt' !tour. The 
lt:mf /mllllfill!f !ITIIJIJJit IHIS}It nclrd f1'0UI the 
CI'CIII<" hook CCIII llC'COniii/Odate 50 SUmdard 
siz1 /1 cttl billctll, Ol' a total u•eight of about 
5,000 JtOIIItdH. Two or tltrt 1 of tlttse charges, 
or a/1out ro,oon to 15,000 poumls of metal, 

CO/tstitutc out mdting cycle. 

0 £ Lead 

Lead wsily cowbinu; ll'ifh many other 
meta/H. Then'fou, it is useful in electri
cal goods, maki11g type and paints. and 
in the widely used colilbiuatioJt of lead 
and tin we know as solder. Another 
1'alzmblc clw rartc ristic of lead iB that 
acids do not easily wt it up or cluwge 

its chl'mical nattue. 

Lt•ft-.11i.!lting 111ul nupply kettles, oil heated, 
lt'ltich lwudlr t/11 lmd ullo11 w;cd in cable 
llhratlt.~. Tlu pipe• and 1'cth•e urnmgements ure 
:;uclt that the· middle kettle ill nt•ailal>/e for 

mdtiug the allo11. 

Thill crt1111 lllcoutofil'(·, operated by an electric 
11tomgc but tc,./1, ltmulles hNwy cnble reels. 
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chester's Gentlewoman and Waiting-woman were killed by a 
Cannon-shot. Sir Marmaduke Rawdon declared to the Mar
quesse who proposed to surrender, he would not, so long as a 
dog, or a cat or rat did remaine: yet it would seeme there was 
not much Danger of such Extremity, there being found in the 
Castle vast store of Wheat and 300 Flitches of Bacon, and 
forty-thousand pounds weig·ht of Cheese, besides Beef. They 
took off the Lead from the Turrets, to use for Bullets: and the 
Marchionesse with her Ladies did helpe to cast them." 

Lead miners have to deal principally with an ore called 
galena, in which the lead is found joined together with sulphur. 

Lead ores found near the earth's surface are usually easily 
smelted and sometimes contain considerable silver, but the 
ores for which miners go down into the bowels of the earth are 
more complex and generally contain zinc, copper and iron sul
phides. To smelt the lead out of these ores and not lose the 
tricky, valuable zinc in the form of vapor was for a long time 
impossible. Now through a flotation process enormous amounts 
of lead-zinc ores, formerly thrown away, make up an important 
part of the world's yearly supply of these two metals. 

Zinc and lead, by the way, are almost always found to
gether, the lead mines of southeast Missouri and Spain being 
the only ones with large outputs that do not also produce a 
large amount of zinc. 

Among the largest users of lead are the telephone com
panies. The cables which you have seen strung on poles along 
streets, or at whicr. you have peeked through manholes are 
covered with a jacket or sheath of lead and antimony. 

The largest manufacturers of telephone cable have turned 
out enough of this cable in a year to reach from New York to 
Shanghai, by way of the Suez Canal. The largest of these cables 
is two and five-eighths inches in diameter and contains 3,636 
separate wires. The average number of wires per cable is 460. 

Wires are assembled into cable to protect them and be
cause they can thus be carried in a small space. If these wires 
were strung separately the pole would have to be very high, 
many cross arms would be needed, and in addition to this in
convenience, there would be danger of the wires breaking 
under the strain of heavy g·ales or from the weight of sleet 
and ice. By using a cable, many pairs of wires can be brought 
together in a very small space and protected by the lead 
covering. 

Toll cable, consisting of 148 quads (double pairs) of 19 
ga\.lge wire, six pairs of 16 gaugP wire for radio program 
transmission, and a quad of 22 gauge wire--a total of 608 wires 
-is usually carried on poles. 

Lead is used in the sheath of cables because it is flexible; 
will bend without breaking and can be handled easily. Besides, 
it is not greatly affected by changes in temperature. 

Lead is also used in your telephone instrument as solder, 
and on the switchboards in the central offices to solder to
gether thousands and tens of thousands of wires. There is lead 
in switchboard cord weights that keep the connecting cords out 
of the operators' way. 

Solder, a lead and tin alloy, joins con
nectors to the tele]Jhone corrd wh·es anti 

receive1· coil te1·minals. 

On telephone equipment in the large cen· 
t'l·al offices (exchanges) the1·e a1·e sel'eral 
million solde1·ed joints containing lead. 

In the ya1·d of the wo1·ld's la1·gest tele
phone factory an ove1'head traveling 
cmne picks up heavy reels of lead cov
e1'ed cable and car1·ies them the length 
of the ya1'd or across it in a very few 

minutes. 
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Right-Chinese anti-
11tony smelte1· whe1·e 
the first processes of 
separating antimonJJ 

f1·om the ore 
take place. 

Below-Sative anti
monJJ smelter back 

among the hills 
in China. 

Story of Antimony • 1n 

Antitnony is widely used with lead foT st01·
age battery grids, type casting for linotype 
machines, and fo1· telephone cable sheath. Its 
value for these pm·poses is in increasing 

ha1·dness and strength of the alloy. 

Left-Inside an antimony plant in the metal's home 
among the mo1mtuins of China where nntive labo1·e1·s 

zn·oduce the antimony of commerce. 

Below - Chinese at 
work near the mines. 

A story by the noted Ftrench w1·iter, Flattbe1·t, tells 
how Hamilca1·, the father of the great Hannibal, upon 
'returning to Ca1·thage from a campaign itl Sicily, made 
a tou1· of inspection through his slave-opuated facto'ries. 
In time he came to the departments 'Which were 1naking 
and preparing expensive pe?"fU?nes and dyes for shipment. 
Harnilcar was displeased especially 'With the weight of 
the spikenard, an expensive perfume which was then 
wo1·th about fifty dolla1·s a pound. He found it took too 
much valuable spikena1·d to make a pound for commercial 
uses, so he orde1·ed the overseer to add antimony to in
crease its weight. Today we find honest uses fo1· the 
silver colo'red metal. 
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Antimony is one of the metals that has few uses in in
dustTy. Yet no American daily newspaper is printed without 
the help of antimony, which with lead and tin forms the liquid 
metal out of which type is made. • 

The use of antimony dates back a great many centuries. 
It was employed by the ancients to color the hair and eyebrows 
and to make the eye seem larger-all of which were thought 
to be marks of beauty. 

In the middle ages antimony was prescribed as a medicine 
and as eat·ly as 1500 A.D. it was used in type metal and for 
mirrors and bells. 

While we as a nation produce many of the raw materials 
that we use, there are a number of commodities which we ha,•e 
to go half way around the globe to obtain. Antimony is one 
of these. The world's demand for antimony is not large, but we 
use more than any other country and require more each year. 

Antimony ordinarily comes from Hunan, China, a prov
ince especially noted for its mineral deposits. It is also ob
tained from Belgium and Mexico. During the Great War 
when large quantities of antimony were mixed with lead to 
make bullets and when sulphide went into the primers to tire 
the shells and was used as a powder in smoke shells, some of 
our Western States mined antimony. The price of antimony, 
however, is not high enough to induce American mines to 
produce it in peace times. 

Antimony ores, like those of mercury, occur in rocks of 
all geologic ages. Veins bearing antimony are as a rule rich 
only near the surface or to a moderate depth below. The 
Chinese having located a fairly rich vein, work out the ore as 
they find it without using any particular system and leave 
irregular-shaped chambers behind them. These are often of 
considerable size and without proper protection, as the Chinese 
do not use timber supports in their mines. 

In Bolivia, where the deposits of antimony are scattered 
over the high Andean plateau, the ore is dumped into sacks, 
which are loaded on llamas, burros or mules. The llama is the 
principal beast of burden in these high altitudes, mainly be
cause it will forage for its own food, no matter how barren 
the country may be. These animals will carry a load of 100 
pounds of ore-but should the pack be made much heavier, 
they will refuse to proceed. Once ready for the joumey only 
an Indian can drive the llamas, although one Indian can drive 
several hundred. 

One of the largest uses of the silver-white, hard, brittle 
antimony in this country is to harden the lead sheaths which 
carry telephone wires under the streets and on lines of poles. 
By making the sheaths ninety-nine parts lead and one part 
antimony, they are well protected against breaks and from 
wear by friction. While the percentage of antimony is small, 
it serves the purpose. 

Other uses for antimony are in cheap tableware, toys, bat
tery plates and acid-resisting valves, while antimony oxides 
are used in glass, enamels, paints, and in antique silver finish. 

The1·e is cmtim011y in the type which 
was used to p1int this pnge. Antimony 
1·eadify forms alloys with most of the 
heat•y ntetctl.9, and is chiefly used with 

lead, tin, and copper. 

A cable rault located far below ct cit11 
street. Here is em orderly arnty o.f 
myriad telephone ~~·ires collected into 
cabfes aud .sheathed in coctts of lead am/ 

antimonlf. 

Cot•ering a cctble with lead and anti
mony alloy sheath at the Point B1·eeze 
wo1·ks of the Western Electric CompanJJ. 
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Right-Zinc o.tidc is sent through 
tlttllt' big JliJif·~ by lllfCI/11! of 
liOWCrful blasts of ctir which 
blow the o.dde to it:;; df:;;linutio11. 

Btlow -In zinc roasting fur
naus the zinc and lc cul:wlphidt>s 
cu·c eont·utc:tl into :~ulplwtt Clll(l 
o.ddc, the t'.<'C(I!S of :~ulph1o· is 
f.(]lflll·d am/ lhr iron Clll({ otha 
metnllic .~ubslmtCI'S in the ore 
nrc o.ridiz('r{ to mu!.-c a JII'Oduct 

suitablr fo?· lc•ctchiny. 

Story of Zinc 

Zinc is almost as 'lcidely 
used as is lead but usually 
teams 'ltp with some othCI' 
metal to form a useful alloy. 
It is not often used alo11c. 

I.-eft-Zinc o .. ·icle, 1csed in>?nttking 
Jlaiut and 1·ubbu, i:> collected in 
thi:~ building which contains 
1t•lwt i.~ Jn·obably the lar,gest wz
divided :Jiuyle ?'001n in the wm·ld. 

The head-frame of the shaft at a zinc ?nine. 
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l\1etallic zinc was first made from zinc ore by the Chinese 
and introduced into Europe by eastern traders. Zinc ore is 
found in all parts of the world, but today the United States 
produces and uses more than any other nation. The tri-state 
district near Joplin, Missouri, in the Ozark Mountains, is the 
largest producing center, but ore from Franklin, New Jersey, 
has long been used to produce metal of the highest natural grade. 

The first zinc made in the United States was produced 
from this Franklin ore at the Government Arsenal in Wash
ington, D. C., in 1838, by Belgium workmen, who were brought 
to this country to manufacture the first set of standard weights 
and measures from brass. It was not many years later that the 
production of slab zinc for industry began in commercial quan
tities. Today zinc is obtained from the ore by two processes, 
distillation and electrolysis. 

By far the largest tonnage of slab zinc is employed in the 
process of galYanizing. Galvanizing consists of covering sheet 
iron or steel with a thin coating of zinc in orde1· to protect it 
from the corroding effects of moisture. It is used to prolong 
the life of the hardware for pole lines that carry electric light, 
power, telephone and telegraph wires. The hardware which 
consists of iron and steel bolts, nuts, braces and clamps, is zinc
coated or g·alvanized to prevent rusting and thus prolong its 
life. Wire, wire cloth, tubing and wire cables are also among 
the many products 'Which consume hundreds of tons of zinc 
annually. 

Second in importance among the major consumers of slab 
zinc is the brass industry. As high as 39,000 tons of brass 
piping were used in the United States in one year, and most of 
this pipe was made from an alloy of 25% zinc and 75% copper. 
So the tremendous amount of zinc that went into the manufac
ture of this commodity is apparent. Thousands of smaller ar
ticles-many of them electrical products and hardware-are 
manufactured in brass. Some contain as high as 50% zinc and 
others as low as 15%. Brass sand castings also consume zinc 
in considerable quantities. 

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. Aluminum brass usu
ally contains about 3% of aluminum. It casts well and may be 
forged or rolled. Tin is often added to brass rendering the alloy 
less liable to corrosion in sea water. As it is used a great deal in 
naval construction it is often called naval brass. Zinc bronzes 
usually contain from 2 to 4%- of zinc. 

The upright rod, or plunger, that holds the "cradle" of your 
handset type telephone is made of brass-an alloy of copper and 
zinc. Handset telephones of recent design have the transmitter 
"bridge" and receiver frame die cast of a zinc alloy. 

Zinc is in the brass screws and nickel silver springs used in 
your telephone instrument; in the brass which forms the front 
and back of the transmitter case of your deskstand telephone. 

The manufacture of die casting alloys required about five 
thousand tons of zinc in 1921. In 1937, nearly ninety thousand 
tons of 99.99+% pure zinc went into these alloys. The develop
ment of new alloys containing approximately 93% zinc of this 
purity has enabled manufacturers in many industries to 

Ztnc 11/attng, a p1·ocess that pr·otects 
i1·on fr·om moistur·e and rust, is done by 
illunet·sin.ct the parts to be coated in a 
71/ating solution and depositing zinc on 

them by elect?'olysis. 

Parts to be electr·o-gcth•anized <tre loaded 
on 1·acks, which CWT!J them automatically 
through the various cleaning solutions, 
and the e/ect1·olyte. Operators load the 
'racks and unload the plated Jla?'tx; the 

machine does the rest. 

On telephone pole:; 11ractically all steel 
pa1·ts cn·e tho?·ough/y galvanized so they 

will be long lived and strong. 
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A section of the ca:sting jloo1· in l~ umss 
foundry with fw·nace, e;duwste?'S and other 

eqttiprnent. 

Below-Galvanizing, a pro
ces.~ I hat ]n·otects i1·on from 
moislu1'e and l'ust, is done by 
immeTsing the parts in molten 
zinc ur by 1t1J]1lying the zinc 

clcct?·ol!ftica//y. 

of Zinc 

Zinc is the great p1·otecto1· of i·ron and 
steel p1·oducts, 1vhich it 'shields frorn 
rusting from the effects of ai'r and 
water, 1uith a p1·otective coating called 

galvanizing. 

Left-illolding floor of a b?'W>S found?'!J with 
spaTe molds on the flo01· and electTic furnace.~ 

on the right. 

Filling sacks with zinc o.cide. 
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utilize zinc alloy die castings. The automobile industry is the 
leader in the use of such castings in carburetors, fuel pumps. 
radiator ornaments, hardware and speedometers. It has stand
ardized on zinc die castings for over fifty separate pat'ts. 
~!akers of washing machines, household utilities, electric motors 
and fans, vending machines, refrigerators, cash registers, toys, 
nO\·elties, etc., rely upon zinc-base die castings. 

Practically any type of commercial finish can be applied lo 
these castings. They may be electroplated with chromium, 
nickel, copper, brass, bronze, gold or silver, as well as coated 
with paints, vamishes, lacquers and enamels. The smooth SUI'

face on die castings requires little preparation for plating
usually only a light polishing. The electrical field also uses many 
die castings, and they are being· employed more and more in 
business machines, household and plumbing hardware, toys and 
novelties. 

A goodly portion of the slab zinc produced is con\'erted 
into rolled metal. In the electrical industry rolled zinc is used 
in all dry batteries and in most wet primary batteries. In the 
familiar dry cells it is used as the shell because of the compara
tively large \'Oitage that can be obtained with it as one elec
trode with carbon as the other. Some other important uses for 
rolled zinc are weatherstrip, running board moulding, roofing, 
photo-engrm·e1·s' plates and lithographers' sheets. For these 
uses there are different "mixes," that is, different alloys of 
zinc and other intentionally added elements. And there is a 
rolled zinc alloy which is used for industrial corrugated roofin~ 
and siding, as well as other alloys that are drawn into wire and 
rolled into foil. 

So much for zinc as a metal. As pigment for paints, the 
zinc oxides and zinc sulphides are basic materials in many 
products. In this country most. of the zinc oxide is produced 
by mixing crushed zinc ore and powdered coal, and burning 
them in a furnace, the resulting white fume being drawn 
through long pipes to a bag room, where the zinc oxide is col
lected. This method of making zinc oxide is known as the 
American process, and was developed by an American zinc 
company. Lithopone, the most important of the zinc sulphide 
pigments, is made by a complicated process, which can best be 
described as co-precipitating (pouring together) barium sul
phide and zinc sulphate, followed by filtering, drying, washing 
and grinding to get. a fine and densely white pigment. 

Both the zinc oxide and zinc sulphide pigments gi\'e paint 
a permanent whiteness, better color, high CO\'ering power, and 
a tough and elastic film of great durability. 

The rubber industry is another large consumer of zinc 
oxide because of the good strengthening properties of this pig
ment. For this reason, zinc oxide is used in rubber insulation 
on telePhone wires. Zinc oxide adds longer life to soJid and 
pneumatic tires, inner tubes, rubber hose, boots and shoes, and 
a host of other rubber articles. Other important uses of zin(' 
oxide are in the manufacture of linoleum, oilcloth. cosmetics, 
leather finishes, printing inks, and ceramic products. 
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'l'lt1· ln·aH.q in 1/0Ur tele]lhonc iw;trmnent 
l'lllllnh1.q zilU' ami zinc is also used to 
{lalt•tmize }JIIr/s susee]Jtible to nwistw·e 

ar1d otltrr atmosplwric conditions. 

Zwc IIllO!! forms the base of handsel 
t!l/le ld1phonfs. Zinc is also used in 
makiufl rond11it fittings, lighting fix
tui'(:S, swil<:ll partH and plate.~, 71w<h lmt~ 

tons und bells. 

I 11 tld11 ln·a.~.~ f(Ju lllir!l, equipped with 
t-ft'l'trir fto·wu·t•s, lto·fle quantities of 
:::inr 111'1' ((1/oyed u•ith othc1· met£tls ~o 
nwk<• tftt manu lwass parts used m 

tcle71h(J11e ap)la·ratus. 
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Right-To fo1·m alnminum disks into 
bowl-like shapes, the disk is spun 
1·apidly like a wheel and while it is 
turning, the machine 1n-esses ngainst 
it, so it {J?'adually curves more and 

11to1·e into the bowl shape wanted. 

of Aluminum 

Aluminum has b1·ought to I n
dustty strengths comrJarable 
with steel in beam,s and rods 
and castings but weighing 

only a fmction as much. 

The flat disk of aluminum at the 
left changes shape, as shown from 
1-ight to left, tcith each dmwing 
process until it becomes the tubing 

at the ext1·eme left. 

Open-hearth furnaces used in 
making aluminwn alloys. Funtace 
in the foreground is being tapped. 
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About eighty years ago a distinguished group of French
men sat about a dinner table that has a place in the history of 
metals. On the table lay a scant dozen forks and spoons of a 
new metal; a metal as bright as sil,·er and with a beautiful 
sheen. They were remarkable for their lightness, for at least 
a half dozen of them were needed to balance even one of the 
decorative silver forks which also appeared on the table. 

These utensils were made of aluminum, then so 1'are as to 
place it with gold and silver in the ranks of precious metals. 

Since those days the process of procuring aluminum has 
moved from the laboratory to great factories, usually located 
near waterfalls; for cheap electricity, as produced by water 
power, is an essential in making aluminum at the costs which 
have brought it wide use in industry. 

Aluminum is derived from bauxite, which gets its name 
from the French district of Les Baux, where the ore was dis
covered. 

The ores containing aluminum are found in many parts 
of the world. ln the United States the deposits in Arkansas 
have in recent years produced most of the output of the coun
try. Bauxite is also mined in Dutch and British Guiana. 

Aluminum is one of the chemical elements of clay and of 
many rocks and minerals, including ruby, sapphire, garnet and 
turquoise. As far back as 1826 the Damsh scientist-Oersted
extracted from the minerals in clay a tiny button of this sil
very metal, then recognized for the first time by science. A 
quarter of a century later a French chemist, Deville, succeeded 
in producing enough aluminum to make a famous watch-charm 
presented to the King of Siam, and then in turn came the 
previously mentioned dmner w1th the forks and spoons of 
aluminum. 

Aluminum making, as we know it today, began with the 
experiments of a college student, Charles Martin Hall, in the 
family woodshed at Oberlin, Ohio. His method differed from 
the chemical processes of Oersted and Deville. He used elec
tricity, which was then just commg into its own. In the sum
mer of 1886, Hall, reaching into the tiny crucible containing 
his chemicals and into which he dipped the wires connected to 
a string of electric batteries, fished out a lump of aluminum 
about the size of a pea. 

Hall's principle for making aluminum is the one used 
today in the gt·eat industry which rose from a production of 
thirty pounds a day after he started to make commercial alu
minum, until in 1938, twelve months' production amounted to 
566,929 metric tons. 

The Hall process does not produce the metal from clay. 
That world-wide material is too difficult to handle commer
cially. Another raw material was used, the chemical compound 
called alumina. This is the same compound of which rubies 
and sapphires are composed. 

With increased demand for aluminum, the available supply 
of raw alumina was insufficient and hence gradually the alu
minum industry started to use bauxite, which contains the 
necessary alumina. 

Aluminum foil is used in the rllanufac
tt(re of condenserH. At the top are ?'Oils 
of insulating pape1· cmd foil; in the cen
ter a condensM' unit, slightly um·olled; 
while in the lower ·dew are (left to 
right) a condense1· unit befo?·e and ctfte?· 
baking and wa;cing; ct 1Jotted condense1· 
befo1·e cleaning and pninting-tlw tmit 
hat•ing been inse?·ted in a can which was 
then filled tcith a.qphalt compound; and 

at the e~·treme right the finis/led 
!Jroduct. 

This rolling mill is used to metk~o the 
thin strips of alwninwn-chrornium
lllagnet;ium alloy j'1·om which is 111ade the 
rlirtphragrn in the tranwlitter of your 

telephonP. 

Victphragms for telephone tmnsmitters 
a?·e blanked, formed and pe?·fomted out 
of st1·i]Js of the ctluminwn alloy by 

rnac.hines like this. 
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FF= =l:J===+J===t=J"'An"f:/J:fJ,lnd 

r, Crot'l oF b8tn 
l'lltfh 8 /I.Jmlnll 
preheating 

f="·lnsufllfton 

This sectional dew of an aluminum fnr
nace or "pot" ;;/tows the a1·rangement 
of the parts and materials described in 

the text. 

Taking the tempemtunJ of rw ingot of 
aluminu 111 alloy i$ t'el y important if it 

is to be rolled still mo,·e to 
change its shape. 

Straightening sheets of aluminum by 
1·olling them. 

With the adoption of bauxite as the raw material there 
followed a process of development to solve the scientific prob
lems in mining engineering, chemical engineering and electri
cal engineering. 

Aluminum is a jack of many trades. It helps, as pots 
and pans, to prepare our meals and enables us to eat them by 
means of aluminum handles on knives, forks, and spoons; it 
floats in the air as parts of planes and dirigibles; it carries 
electric current as wire; it protects buildings as paint; in radio 
receivers, it assists in our entertainment, and in small metal 
tubes brings to us the materials with which we brush our teeth 
and shave. Gongs, too, are made of aluminum, for it helps 
retain the tone of gongs and bells longer than do the more 
usual bell metals. 

Aluminum foil is used for taping switchboard cables to keep 
out moisture. 

Since aluminum can be rolled into very thin sheets, it is 
part of the diaphragms which assist to reproduce sound in the 
telephone as already mentioned. 

The base metal, aluminum, as already explained, comes 
from bauxite, a hydrated aluminum oxide, containing the 
oxides of iron and silicon as impurities. After drying and 
crushing, the bauxite is chemically treated to remove the im
purities and finally calcined to pure alumina, chemically la
belled Al203 • This is reduced to aluminum in an electrolytic 
cell containing a bath of molten cryolite. 

The charge of aluminum and silicon, or aluminum alloy 
rich in silicon (commonly termed "silicon-rich"), is melted 
down in furnaces ranging in capacity from a few hundred 
pounds to 30,000 pounds, under accurate temperature control. 
After the entire charge has been melted and has reached the 
right temperature, it is thoroughly stirred to insure chemical 
uniformity. The molten alloy is then "pigged," the size of the 
ingot depending upon the ultimate use of the alloy. 

For die casting purposes, an ingot weighing approximately 
five pounds is generally produced, but for sand and permanent 
mold casting the ingots may range in size from 3 to 30 pounds. 
During the pigging operation, several samples are taken for 
chemical analysis-as a check both on the composition and on 
the thoroughness of the mixing. 

In some handset type telephones, the transmitter and re
ceiver cases are made of die cast aluminum alloy. 

There is an unusual way of applying alumi num as a coat
ing to quartz crystals. Aluminum wire is suspended across a 
chamber above the crystals to be coated. All the air is pumped 
from the chamber. An electric current then is passed through 
the aluminum wire, heating it and causing some of the alumi
num to vaporize. The aluminum vapor fills the chamber. The 
quartz crystals are kept cool and some of the aluminum vapor 
condenses on the crystals. This "frosting" of aluminum forms 
a conducting surface for the quartz plates used in telephone 
filters. 
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Although magnesium is a development of the twentieth 
century so far as commercial manufacture and applications 
are concerned, it was first made over 120 years ago. Com
mercial production was begun in Germany in 1909 and in the 
United States in 1914. Its early uses were as a minor part in 
aluminum-base alloys; as a deoxidizer or cleaner for nickel, 
brass and bronze and in a powdered form for the well-known 
photographic flashlight powder. 

During the last ten years great progress has been made, 
not only in reducing the cost of producing the metal and in
creasing its purity, but also in the development of methods for 
fabricating of sand castings and die castings, hammer forg
ings, extruded rod of all shapes and sizes, and rolled sheet. 

The ores of magnesium that can be profitably used con
stitute approximately 2% of the earth's crust, for the metal 
can be made from both magnesite and magnesium chloride. 
The former exists in enormous deposits in many parts in the 
world and large quantities of natural magnesium chloride 
occur in the United States and in Germany, in combination 
with potassium chloride. The metal is manufactured at present 
by the electrolysis of molten magnesium chloride at Bitterfeld, 
Germany, and at Midland, Michigan, in the United States. 

Magnesium is a white silver-like metal. One of its chief 
characteristics is its light weight, being the very lightest com
mercial metal. A cube measuring 21/2" on a side is required 
to make up a pound of weight, which means that it has but 
two-thirds the weight of aluminum. Many of its uses are con
cerned with this characteristic. Because with it can be pro
duced light-weight sand castings and forged pieces with high 
mechanical strength, it becomes particularly useful in the air
craft industry for engine crankcases and accessories. Mag
nesium is used in the alloy from which the telephone 
transmitter diaphragm is made. For high speed machinery, 
especially of the reciprocating or oscillating type, castings of 
magnesium are replacing iron and even aluminum, reducing 
inertia forces and eliminating vibration. Sand castings make 
excellent machine shop jigs and weigh but one quarter as much 
as similar parts made of cast iron. For devices which must be 
especially light and easily portable, die castings are used. 

Thinly rolled aluminum sheet containing a small amount 
of magnesium as well as small amounts of copper and man
ganese is used in diaphragms for loud speakers and other 
sound dedces, because of light weight and excellent acoustic 
properties. 

An interesting application for magnesium wire and rolled 
ribbon is in the removal of the last traces of air from radio 
tubes. A small piece is inserted in the tube during manufacture 
and after the bulk of the air has been removed by pumps the 
magnesium is ig-nited by an induced current, causing it to turn 
to vapor and absorb the last traces of oxygen and nitrogen. 

New and unique uses for magnesium are being rapidly 
developed taking advantage of its excellent machining quali
ties, its high strength and "ery light weight. 

Po·m·ing magnesium sand castings. Be
cause of the great consumption of elec
t>·ic ene?·gy, magnesium, like aluminum, 

is 7n-oduced when; 7Jowe1· is cheap. 

Magnesium rolled sheet. ]lifagnesium is 
the li.qhtest metal used as an engineer

ing mate1·ial. It is harde1· than 
aluminum. 

J!auufactw·e of magnesium by the elec
trolysis of molten magne.qiwn chloride. 
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"The Wobbly Ba1·"-When this scientific 
t;uriosity wets first shown, wide-sJn·erlCl 
tnlerest was m·ousc>cl by newspape1· 
accounts, which often iuaccurateht de
scribed the phenomenon a.~ "defyi?ig the 
laws of g1·avitation," which, of course, 

is em impossibility. 

Cobalt miners' homes in South A/1-ica. 

An Afrie<m cobalt mine. Most people 
who ha1•e admi1·ed the blue cobalt enam
els of ancient Saxony po?·celains know 
that cobalt is one of the mine?·als the 
ceramic a1·t ha.s 11sed f?·om it~; l1egmning 
to obtain deep and wa1·m blue colo?·
ations. The remcu·kable magnetic 1Jrop· 
m·ties of cobalt, howevet, h<we onl11 been 

known and utilized in 1·ecent years. 

One of the reasons people hear us so well when we use the 
handset type telephone is because of the use of cobalt steel 
alloy in the receiver magnets. 

At Bell Telephone Laboratories, in New York, there is a 
permanent museum of orig·inal models of electrical communi
cation apparatus; an historical collection that traces the history 
of the communication art from Morse's telegraph tape recorder 
of 1843 down to the latest type of audtphone, or hearing a1d. 
Among these hundreds of exhibits, which illustrate the con
tinuing progress that has been made as new ideas. materials 
and applications came into use, there is a device consisting of 
a small wooden base and two parallel bars of cobalt steel, one 
bar hidden within the base, the other floating in the air. The 
floating bar is guided by, but not attached to, vertiCal guides 
mounted at each end of the base. What holds the bar in the 
air? 

The floating bar is merely an interesting illustration of 
the fundamental laws of magnetism and of the remarkable 
properties of cobalt steel. These two metal bars are highly 
magnetized and are mounted to present like magnetic poles to 
each other; consequently a repulsiYe force exists and keeps 
them apart. This force, which varies itwersely wtth the square 
of the intervening distance, is greater than the gravitational 
attraction on the upper bar. Thus the free magnet bar moves 
upward until the repulsion just equals the grantational pull, 
when it remains balanced without visible support. Bars of 
ordinary magnet steel, magnetized in the same way, would not 
act so powerfully upon each other. 

Cobalt steel alloy, in which are also small amounts of 
tungsten and chromium, is used in the receiver magnets of 
handset type telephones because of the increased magnetic 
power and the comparath·ely small magnet required, thus 
making the receiver lighter as well as more eflicient. 

Cobalt comes from South Africa. The ore from which it 
is obtained is mined primarily for its copper. In refining the 
copper an alloy is first obtained containing three metals: cop
per, cobalt and a small amount of iron, which are later sepa
rated. At the cobalt works in Belgium, from 600 to 700 tons 
of cobalt are produced yearly. 

The Story of Tungsten 

Everyone has heard of tungsten in its capacity of a "see
ing-aid," so called because it is used in lamp filaments. 

Tungsten is an element employed commercially in various 
forms, such as ferro-tungsten in steel-making; metallic tung
sten in producing wire for lamp filaments and radio tubes: 
sheets and discs used as ignition contact points; tungsten car
bide in tools, etc. It is found in Yarious combinations of min
erals. The most prevalent is wolframite, an ore containing 
tungsten combined with iron and manganese, mined princi
pally in China. Another combination of minerals containing 
tungsten is scheelite, made up of calcium oxide and tungsten, 
and found in our Western States, chiefly Nevada and C:1Ii-
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fomia, and abroad in Bolivia. Other minerals, such as fer
berite and huberite, also are mined commercially, but in 
smaller quantities. The main source of tungsten, howeYer, is 
China, which supplies the bulk of the world's demand. 

Tungsten ores are smelted in electric furnaces to produce 
ferro-tungsten, an alloy of iron and tungsten. 

The melting- point of an 80% tungsten alloy is about 
:3,400 F., so it is not feasible to refine this metal as it is done 
in the case of steel or lower melting point alloys. The refining 
is done in intermediate steps. Each charge of ore, reducing 
agent, slag-forming material, etc., is reduced and refined; the 
slag carrying the impurities is tapped, and a fresh charge 
added. This is continued until the furnace is fu ll of metal, a 
process requiring from two to four days. The "buttons" of 
metal when completed weigh about 12,000 pounds each. These 
are crushed to the required size for use in the industries. 

Tungsten is used for filaments of telephone switchboard 
and resistance lamps. 

The Story of Chromium 

Chromium, as an element, was discoYered by Vauqueliu 
of France, about 1800. But it is a mere youngster compared to 
many metals that haYe speeded world progress. In 1828 a 
young man named Tyson, while in the Farmers' :Market of 
Baltimore, illaryland, noticed a cider barrel which a farmer 
had propped up with chunks of black mineral that looked like 
chromite. Inquiry led to the location of this ore in northern 
:Maryland and Pennsylvania. However, the largest tonnage of 
chromium ore comes from Rhodesia, South Africa, with r ew 
Caledonia ranking second. 

Tyson organized the chromite industry and for nearly 
fifty years lhe companies of this domestic district dominated 
the world supply. In those days chromium was used largely 
for making chemicals. Chroma is the Greek word for color, so 
the name was given to these chemicals because of their bril
liant hues. Despite years of research no metallurgical use was 
made of chromium until about 1869, when the production of 
ferro-chromium was started by reduction in crucibles, making 
po::;sible the commercial manufacture of chrome steel. Long 
before that, the characteristic qualities of chromium wer<> 
known: hardness, resistance to tarnish, comparative freedom 
from oxidation when heated, and resistance to many acids. 

The Eads Bridge, spanning the Mississippi at St. Louis. 
built in 1874, was the first in America to use alloy steel for the 
main members. 

l\Iodern high speed steels containing chromium, tungsten, 
and carbon retain their remarkable qualities of hardness and 
their cutting edg·es even when operating at such speeds that 
the tool becomes red hot. 

Chromium steel is used extensively in magnets for genera
tors, relays, receivers, polarized bells, selectors, ringers and 
various other pieces of telephone apparatus. 

Thi.~ machine pe1}orms the ope1·ations 
of sealing ltrul e.>·haw;ting the glass 
bulb .. ! oj'.~wilchboard lam]JS. These lamps 
t·mploy V£'1./J small drawn tungsten wi1·e 
(.004 of an inch in diameter) as filament 

rnate1·ial. 

A chromium mine in Rhodesia, South 
Africa. Chromimn is used in certain 
fo1•m;; of Jltrmalloy and in the penna-
11t!llt magnet.~ of ringers, receit•ers, gen
tnllors, eoin coll~:etors, and other l!fpes 
of td£·plwne tLJIJiaratu.~. .4./lolls of iron, 
tuU!flltcu, ehromium, and nickel u•ith 
otha allo11 combinations, in addition to 
their liii('S in the telephone industr!f, are 
utilized in making many kinds of elec
t rieal resi.~tanccx, grills, kitchenwnre, 
engine and motor }larts, aci<l container.~ 
and rt(.~l reRi11tinl! ha,.dware. Cht·omiwn 
platinlJ ill u•idely used for cwtomobile 
wu·ts, nnd ltn almost infinite number 
and t·m·iei1J of partR whe1·e lt platinlJ 
bette?· and fm· wore lastinlJ thnn o?·di-

'IUtr]f 1tirkel is de.~-ixed. 
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Right--Poul'illfl f?·om a ?'C

t•crberator!l ftll'l/111'1', H l'l'f' 
the co11c1 nt rfllc of 1Jlati
num mclaiN ha11 bt·t·n 
smeltell at C£ tclnpcmturc 
of 1,000 clcgrn·s ruttigrmlt . 

Btlott'- R od 111ills which 
b rcak 11 J1 tltr orr cwd 
dassiji1 nl It>~('([ lor fine 

grinclin(l, in a South 
Dakota mine. 

of Precious Metals 

Gold, sili'CI' and platinum, the precious 
metals for ct·nturio; because of their 
purity, and 11se for onwments, decorations 
and coins, arc JIOII' more })l'ecious than be
[o;·e because J,ldustnJ finds them more 
suitable than any others for certain uses. 

Left-The gold O?'c, afte1· being s ... parated in a 
ClfCWiclt· Nolution, is gil•1 n It JICriod of agitation in 
lame· tank!~ to allow the solution to dissolve as 
murh of tfte fiOld fill possiil/c. This picture shou•s 
agitator.~ in a mill in the J(irldmul Lake gold dis-

tl·ict of Ontw-io. 

.-

Right· -An Alash·an 7n·os]!CCior washing grat·el fol' ctlluvial !!Old. I I 11'1111 ll!f this mdltod that the Cali
(ol'llict "Port u-,\"iuers" rc•col't'?'Cd most of the precious IIH tnl that gal'( tlwtr comnwnwealth the name, 

Golllen Stnte. 
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Gold and silver have been precious metals since the time 
when the women of ancient Egypt and Assyria wore gold and 
silver jewelry and the leaders of warriors used these metals 
to decorate their arms and armor. Platinum, on the other 
hand, has been known to us only since the eighteenth century, 
while its close ally, palladium, was discovered about eighty 
years ago. 

The price of platinum has fluctuated greatly in recent 
years. It has sold as high as one hundred and fifty-five dollars 
an ounce. Today it is selling at approximately thirty-five dol
lars per ounce, ·with palladium at about twenty-three dollars 
and fifty cents per ounce-while the market price of gold is 
about thirty-five dollars per troy ounce. 

Today the world's gold and silver come principally from 
the Transvaal in South Africa; Ontario, Canada; Alaska, the 
Rocky Mountain States, the Dakotas, Mexico and Australia, 
while considerable silver is derived from the lead zinc ores of 
Missouri and adjacent states. 

About seven centuries before Christ, a coin was made 
from an alloy of gold and silver. This, the ()ldest coin known, 
is called the Babylonic Stater. Not more than 200 years later 
in the days of the Persian king, CYl·us the Great, the King of 
Lydia stamped his royal insignia on lumps of gold and thus 
made the first gold coin that had a definite value and was used 
in trade. 

Down through the centuries that followed, the traders 
who carried the names of Tyre, Carthage, Alexandria, Flor
ence, Genoa, Venice, Flanders, and England far and wide, 
used gold and silver in their trading. Later with the expansion 
of international trade which followed the Crusades, men be
came possessed with such a desire for gold that the scientists 
of that day and age working in secret spent their lives trying 
to turn silver and other comparatively cheap metals into 
precious gold. Of course, they failed but their researches with 
metals and acids resulted in the so-called science of alchemy, 
which might be called the father of today's wonderful science 
of chemistry. 

Then came the days when the Turks captured Constanti
nople. Columbus sailed west and Vasco da Gama went around 
Africa in search of India and the East Indies. Out of these 
explorations came the discovery of many new lands which have 
produced great wealth, but not in the form of gold or silver. 
Peru and l\lexico turned out to be the only real El Dorados or 
Lands of Gold for the gold-seeking Spaniards. 

The most important p1·esent source of platinum metals, 
including palladium, rhodium and ruthenium which are rare 
metallic elements of the platinum group, are the copper-nickel 
ores of Sudbury, Canada. Following these in order of im
portance, are the deposits in the U. S. S. R., South America 
and South Africa-South America being the first known source 
of platinum. 

Gold is frequently found uncombined with other metals, 
although it usually occurs in ores also containing silver and 
small quantities of copper or iron. Besides being mixed with 

Unde1·ground in the Homestake mine, 
the la1·gest gold p1·oducer in the United 

Stales. It is ctt Leud, South Dakota. 

D1·edges m·e now the chief means b1J 
1chich alluvictl gold is 1·ecove1·ed. H e1·e 

is a [(n·ge unit at wo1·k in 0Tegon. 

Preparation of platinum alloys for 
vacuum t1tbe filaments. 



Where The More Important Materials Wh 

1 Rubber 6 Coal 11 
2 Silk 7 Iro11 12 
3 Cotton 8 Lead ].'] 

4 F'lax (linr•n) .9 Copper 14 
5 lVool 10 Zinc 1.5 

..... .---~ 
.,;' -·-· -· ~- -----------·-----·-

Sickel 16 Mica 
A..lumitlllnt 17 Antimo y 
Gold 18 Hem1J 
Silver 1.9 Tin 
Platinum 20 Asphalt 
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.i ch Make Up Your Telephone Are Found 

ON OF SOCIALIST 

VIET REPUBLICS 
F'OR.IIERI. r Rt'SSIA 

21 Kam·i Gum 26 Stearin Pitch .n Leatllr•r 
22 Cobalt 27 Magnesium .J.! Jute 
2;3 Chromium 28 Wax 33 Phettol Plastic & Fibre 

34 Canwuba Wax 
24 T'l.wgsten 2!1 Silicon .15 Gilson it l' 
25 Cell11lose Acetate so Shellac .'J(j Clay cwd Tulc 
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Colombian natives panning platinum. 

"Sputte1-ing" gold on the diaph1·agms 
of b1·oadcasting t1·ansmitters. The tele-
7>hone handset transmitte1· electrode 
(tet-minal) and the inte1·io1· of the tiny 
carbon c11p c!?'e gold 71lc~ted to provide 
a non-tftrnishing su?'face, which is low 

in electrical contact 1·esistance. 

The young woman is pointing to the 
"spot of gold" in the center of the 

t1·ansmitter dialJhragm. 

of Precious Metals 

gold, silver is often found combined with lead and zinc and 
copper. 

Mining gold and silver with a pick and shovel is no longer 
a commercial practice in the more advanced mining districts. 

Most of the great gold mines of our day are many thou
sands of feet deep. Some gold is, however, obtained from 
alluvial gravel deposits, which are worked by dredging, or are 
attacked by powerful streams of water that "dissolve" away 
the landscape and carry off the mixture of sand and find par
ticles of gold. The alluvial platinum deposits of the U. S. S. R. 
and of the Chaco district of South America are worked largely 
by dredging, although some platinum is secured by natives 
employing the primitive methods of their ancestors. 

Silver is secured principally from minerals containing 
considerable quantities of lead and zinc, or sometimes cobalt. 
The usual mining methods are employed, and the silver is re
covered in the subsequent smelting and refining operations 
incidental to the production of the base metals. 

Platinum and palladium occurring in the copper-nickel 
ores of Sudbury are recovered in the course of refining the 
latter metals and are in a sense by-products, though very 
valuable ones. 

Silver, in addition to its use for coinage, for sterling silver 
( 92.5 % silver, 7.5% copper), and in electroplating, is used in 
large quantities for the production of the light-sensitive coat
ings of photographic films, plates and papers, and in small 
quantities for a host of purposes, such as glass and metal mir
rors, and certain types of chemical equipment to resist alkalies, 
fruit juices or dry chlorine. 

Platinum has many uses in industrial equipment aside 
from its most important use in fine jewelry. Platinum alloy 
wires, or strips, are essential to the production of the long
lived thermionic amplifiers used in telephony, while alloys of 
platinum, particularly the platinum-iridium alloys, are widely 
used for electrical contacts required to function continuously 
and unfailingly as, for example, in certain types of telephone 
relays, high-tension aircraft magnetos, etc. Crucibles and eiec
trodes for electrochemical apparatus a1·e made of platinum to 
withstand the corrosive attack of the chemical re-agents em
ployed, and are essential to the modern laboratory. Little cups 
with hair-fine holes and made of gold, alloyed "ith either 
platinum or palladium, are used in the Rayon industry to form 
the thick cellulose solution into the delicate fibres that imitate 
the product of the silkworm. 

One of the interesting uses of these metals in industry is 
in the manufacture of telephone equipment. For instance, pal
ladium, or the older gold-sil\'er-platinum alloy, is utilized in 
your telephone circuit for contact points that make and break 
electrical circuits when the receiver is lifted from the hook. 
A similar use is on the relays which open and close other path
ways for electrical currents in telephone switchboards, thus 
governing many of the operations involved in connecting you 
with the party to whom you wish to talk. 

The number of relays cperating when a telephone call is 
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made depends upon the type of call and the apparatus involved, 
whether it be operated manually by human hands or auto
matically, as in the case of the dial telephone. When you call a 
number, from a few score to several hundred relays are set in 
operation, many of them operating several times. 

When you call a number in the same exchange as your 
own, you set into operation on certain calls as many as 35 
relays, each of which has one or more of these precious metal 
contacts. If you dial your number, there may be as many as 
236 relays required, each with one or more pairs of contacts, 
that operate one, two, three, or more times during the opera
tion of calling the party to whom you wish to speak. 

Precious metals are used in telephone systems because 
they insure dependable and quiet operation, and possess such 
long life that they actually prove most economical over a long 
period of time; they likewise effectively combat the corrosive 
effect of the atmosphere, which would cause the more common 
metals to corrode or become rusty and make your telephone 
unusable. Palladium contacts remain bright and clean and 
always afford a good pathway for the electric currents used 
in telephone systems. 

The contact points are securely welded to the nickel silver 
springs which support them, and in spite of their compara
tively small size, resist the wear occasioned by the 1·ubbing dur
ing closure, and the slight sparking on opening. 

Tiny lamps flash in front of the telephone operator, advis
ing her of incoming calls; that parties called have or have not 
answered, or that both parties have hung up or disconnected. 
Small lengths of nickel-iron wire, enclosed in a sheath of plati
num, lead through the glass of these lamps and connect to the 
wires that support the light-giving filament. 

The use of platinum in small switchboard lamps takes 
advantage of a different characteristic of the metal than that 
utilized in contact points. The wires which lead in the current 
through the glass to the filament must expand and contract at 
the same rate as the glass, so that the glass will not fracture 
or develop air leaks around the wires as the lamp repeatedly 
heats and cools in service. Furthermore, in the manufacture 
of the lamps it is essential that the wire does not oxidize upon 
heating to the melting· point of the glass. Platinum and some 
of its alloys possess this combination of properties and, there
fore, they are used as the sheath on the "lead-ins." 

Radio broadcasting stations likewise make considerable 
use of tubes with platinum alloy filaments, which possess a life 
of 25,000 hom·s or longer. In these tubes a little twisted strip 
of platinum alloy is coated with a mixture of two chemicals, 
barium and strontium oxides, and need be heated to only a dull 
red in operation. 

The precious metals find yet another use in the telephone, 
protecting base metal parts from oxidation (or rusting-) . For 
instance, the new type of transmitter employed in handset tele
~hones is equipped with a carbon container fitted with gold
plated contact elements, for it has been found that this con
struction results in increase<l reliability and quieter operation. 

Pre-melting platinum spon.ge. "Sponge" 
is 1·eally a misnome1· beca~tse at !his 
stage of the ?'ecove1·y ]n'OCeSs, it IS a 
]JOtcde1· which must be melted 1) rio?· to 

casti>1g into ingots. 

The front of a telephone stvitchboa?·d, 
showing the ]Jlugs, conls, jacks (into 
tt•hich the plur1s a1·e inse1·te<l to connect 
the lines) and the signal lam]JS, cot•e1·ed 

by glass cups. 

A side dew of a switcltbol(rd lamp. In 
these itW£fJS pluthmm-sl~< ath •d nickel
i?·on wh·es run th1·ough the gla.~.~- Plat
inum is user! beertW<e heal end cold 
rtffect it to alJOut the scuue degree a.~ 
glass and theTej"o1·e the 1cires do not 
sl11·ink awrt!l from the glct:;s and let ai1· 

into the lam7Js. 
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Below Left-Loading a mine cwr. 

of Co a 1 

Though coal is found in practically 
eve1·y pa1·t of the wo?'ld, you can alntost 
1neasu1·e the com11te1·cicd impo1·tance of cL 
country by the tonnage of coal it ntines. 

Left-A g1·oup of 1niners at a Pennsylvanict 
colliery. The men in the fo?·eground u.re b?·eak
ing la1·ge chunks of coal. La1·ge1· numbe1·s of 
men a1·e em]Jloyed at "the face" unde1· mode1-n 

mining conditions. 

Below-Elect?'ic ?nine locomoti1:es have /1·eed 
the mules which used to haul out one or two 

cars of coal at a time 

Right-Communication in a 1nine is always necessa1·y and sometimes a 
matter of life and death. Therefore, mines have complete tele]Jhone 

systems and many use Western Electric telephones. 
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The widespread use of coal is comparatively recent. Al
though in England-probably the first country to utilize coal 
to any extent-the Anglo-Saxon used it as early as 852 A.D. 
Coal mining as a real industry did not begin until James Watt, 
the Scotch inventor, designed and improved the steam engine, 
about 1784. From then on coal did its part to change the methods 
of industry. 

Coal was first mined in this countl'y about twenty-five 
years before our Revolutionary War. Since that time coal 
mines have brought us untold wealth and prosperity. 

You have no doubt often read the story of how coal was 
formed. It is fascinating to send our minds flying back over 
the centuries to a time when the regions now yielding coal 
were swamps covered with rank luxuriant vegetation, which 
in time died, fell into the waters of the swamp and, as the de
posit became thicker and thicker, sank below the water and 
gradually became covered with sand, mud and other earthy 
substances carried out from the shore. 

Today coal is being formed in much the same way in the 
lower valley of the Amazon, in the Dismal Swamp of Vixginia 
and North Carolina and in the peat bogs in Minnesota. 

This buried vegetation has, during the ages, gone th1·ough 
Yarious changes. Compare a piece of anthracite and a piece 
of bituminous coal. The anthracite is changed much more than 
the piece of soft coal, due mainly to the fact that it has been 
subjected to greater pressure, which squeezed out most of the 
moisture as well as other compounds. 

Thus anthracite, containing as it does over 80% carbon, 
has a great heating power and burns with a smokeless flame. 
Bituminous is more brittle, contains more gas and burns with 
a smoky flame. Below bituminous in the order of usefulness 
of fuels is a brown colored lignite hardly deserving the name 
of coal. Peat, which is dried and used for fuel in Ireland, 
Holland, Germany and the Scandinavian countries, is not even 
coal, although if left long enough under pressure it would 
change into lignite, while that lignite in time would change 
into bituminous coal, and so on. 

Trees help make the telephone-prehistoric trees to be 
sure, but the relationship between a telephone and a prehistoric 
tree is not so remote as one might think. A logical journey 
can be mapped directly back from telephone to tree, and the 
main stopping places are carbon and coal. Due to the action 
of carbon particles under change of pressure, your telephone 
transmitter when you speak into it, sends out varying electric 
currents over the wires. These currents fluctuate according 
to the vibrations of your voice, since the sound waves cause 
the transmitter diaphragm to vibrate and so change the pres
sure on carbon particles or granules contained in a compart
ment for which the diaphragm forms a flexible side (or, in 
some transmitters, presses against a knob on the flexible 
side). The varying resistance of these particles caused by the 
vibration of the transmitter diaphragm-the carbon being a 
part of the circuit-sends a varying current out on the line, 

Ca?·efully selected coal is used in the 
t1·ansmitte1· of yom· telephone. The 
01Jenttions of washing g?·~tmtlar carb?n 
a1·e per!o1·med with the sunple ?JUtchtn-

e,·y shown above. 

The g1·anula1· ca1·bon (coal) is roasted in 
these electric funtaces. 

G?·anulaJr ca?·bon, g?·eatly magnified, as 
used in telephone transmitters. 
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Right-Steel and conc1·ete coal 
b1·caker which a11 tonwtically sep
amtes the cliff e1·ent lumps into 
the well known cla:;sifications 

such as stove, 01· egg coal. 

Story 

At the mouth of the mine i.~ the equipment which makes the 
mined coal available for use. 

of Co a 1 

Coal is used not only to make 
the wheels of industry turn 
but is also im,portant for its 
wide use in the p1·ocesses of 

producing other mw 
mate1-ials. 

Left-Huge coal ?Jiles sometimes 
set themselves ctji1·e through spon
taneous combustion, so one of the 

mode1-n ways to sto1·e coal 
is in water. 

Coal miner and helpe1· at work. 
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since each change in position of these tiny particles of carbon 
alters the electrical resistance of the circuit and this, of course, 
changes the strength of the cunent passing over the circuit. 

As you know, the twentieth century is often called the 
Age of Steel. But coal is necessary to make steel and so it 
wpuld also be true to say that this is the Age of Coal. In fact 
the greatest industrial nations are those which consume the 
most coal. Of these nations United States ranks first both in 
coal mining and the use of coal, Great Britain second, and be
fore the World War the German Empire ranked third. 

Of the two common methods of mining coal the "room and 
pillar" is mostly followed in this country, and machinery is 
used a great deal in mining operations. Shafts are sunk to 
the coal seams where the coal is then mined from small rooms 
in which pillars of coal are left to support the roof. In the 
"long-wall" method instead of leaving pillars of coal for sup
port, the roof is allowed to settle as the mining goes forward. 
Care is taken, of course, to keep haulageways clear through 
the falling material. 

The United States uses coal to raise steam in locomotive, 
marine, and stationary boilers-to heat houses and other 
building·s-to manufacture coke-to make gas-for smithing 
-and to fire fmnaces, such as those used in making lime, 
cement, and b1·ick; in obtaining metals from ores and in sepa
rating metals. These are about the principal uses in other 
countries too, though different climates and industries may 
\'ary the amount applied to each need. 

Only a fine grained anthracite coal, which is hand-picked 
at the mine for quality and purity, is used for transmitter 
carbon. At the factory it is put through a special treatment 
which fits the coal to perform its duties. There the coal is 
ground into fine grains, sifted and washed, after which it is 
roasted carefully to driYe off the gas and to change it in other 
ways. The roasted material, which is now almost pure carbon, 
is improYed in quality by the removal of particles containing a 
high percentage of iron, an operation accomplished by means 
of compressed air and by magnetic separation. 

Coke, a by-product of coal, is used in smelters, in foun
dries, and to some extent as a smokeless domestic fuel. Turn
ing coal into col{e also gives us sulphate of ammonia, tar, crude 
light oil, and gas. The ammonia is used in refrigeration and 
in making high-explosives and fertilizer. From the tar are 
obtained many organic compounds, such as aniline dyes. What 
is finally left of the tar-coal tar pitch-is used in surfacing 
roads, in making rooting, and as a binder in fuel briquets. The 
crude light oil yields materials that are essential in making 
very powerful explosiYes. Another va~uable product of the 
distillation of coal is illuminating gas. Coal tar products are 
used in making lacquer, phenol vamish, japan, etc. 

Creosote oil for preserving telephone poles is another im
portant product of coal tar distillation. 

1'he carbon g raiw; in !lOtti' telephouc a rr 
in the small receJJtttcle just in front o.t 
the ulumi11111n alloy diuph1'U{JIII of the 
telephone tnmsmitte1·, )Jhantom 11iew of 

which is shown above. 

Dia]Jlwagms in telephone tnmsmitten; 
and 1·eceivers ctre thin discs of metal. 
In transmitters thei1· vibration~:;, caused 
b!! sound Wl.wes, clumge vnrying voict• 
inflections into electricctl en erg !I; w.hile 
in 1·eceiveTs they change this same elec
tJ·ical ene?'fJII into sound waves-·voice 
inflections that 1ce hem· and understand. 
1'nmsmitteT dia11hntgms a1·e made f?·om 
an altwzimcm, clwomium and magnesium 
alloy. 1'lzei1· ability (tmnsmitte1· dia-
1lln·agms) to control the cntTent in yo1u· 
tTausmitfe1· with such acCUI'(W!f is la1·gely 
dne to the stiffnes;; and light weight of 
the ulloy which makes t.lte rliaplzragtiiS 
sensitive to slight changes in sou,td 

u·u·ves 

Each handset t1·ansmitter is placed in a 
volume testing machine, equipped with 
an oscillato1· that delire1·s tlwongh a 
tdephflne 1·ecei1•er· all the souncl fre
quencies that are essential to 1Jet·fect 
speech transmission. The machine, in 
turn, indicates by means of a Ntczcunt 
tube ci?·c1dt the deg1·ee to which the 

transmitter responds to the various 
sottnd frequencies. 
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Phenol plastic parts are very strong, odor
le!;s, 1·etain thei1· shape, colo1· and gloss and 
ctre practically jire-p1·ooj. Thirt11-six tele
phone 1·eceive1· caps a1·e p1·oduced at a time 
on this press. Into each die the opemtor 
places pellets o1· "m·efonns" of plastic. T.he 
operato1· at ?'ight is using comp1·essed ah· to 

clenn the dies. 

The lu.mdset telephone-its case is made en
tirely of phenol plastic. 

0 £ Insulation 

The power/ttl hyd1·aulic p1·essex jo1· molding 
phenol 1>lastic material take owlti1>le dies so 
that as many as seve1·al dozen 7JCWts are 
made at once. Into each die the 01Jerato1· 
1!lnces either powde1·ed plastic OT 1>ellets of 
?Jlastic. The pTess is closed cmd in a very 
few minutes, the time depending on the size 
and type of the die, the jaws ewe opened and 
the 11a1·ts, smooth sm"faced as though hand-
7>0lished, eme1·ge com7>lete. The 1n·ess nt the 
left 7n·oduces handset handles from 1JOW-

dM·ed plastic. 

T houscmcls of m·ticles in eve1'1J day use ctre 
made of phenol plastic materials. 
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On the frontiers of science men are constantly exploring, 
experimenting and testing. Out of new and different combina
tions of old materials come ne·wer and better materials. A com
paratively few years ago laboratory workers realized that the 
production of the electric spark might be likened to an 
Aladdin's Lamp of the modern world. Uses and application of 
the electric cunent widened almost daily, reaching every 
branch of industry and commerce in all corners of the earth, 
but its masters found that this young giant, like the genii of old, 
required certain formulas, not only to produce but to control it. 

In the control of electricity provision must be made for 
imprisoning a current by surrounding it with something it 
cannot pass through, for electricity is a wayward giant and will 
jump off its ordered pathway whenever it can. In laboratory, 
factory, power and telephone line, this unruly servant of man 
has to be kept on the job-held to the course it should properly 
go to turn wheels, light our homes or carry our voices about 
town or from city to city. And this guarding, protective sub
stance is called insulation. If it was important twenty years 
ago, it is vastly more important today. 

The use of phenol resin in molding phenol plastic and 
phenol fibre insulators, as well as the use of various enamels 
for wire insulating, are important improvements in the tele· 
phone and electrical industty. These products, as well as the 
better known forms of insulation, cotton, silk, rubber, etc., are 
described in the following sections. 

Scientists have found that phenol resin when mixed with 
the proper fillers and subjected to heat and pressure, can be 
molded, forming a material of very high insulating quality and 
having extraordinary advantages in keeping all electric cur
rents on the paths they should travel and away from contact 
with other things. 

Phenol resin is prepared chemically by treating the proper 
proportions of phenol, commonly known as carbolic acid, with 
ordinary formaldehyde. Under certain well defined conditions 
these materials react to form a solid, resin-like substance. 
From this resin are manufactured a number of products, such 
as varnishes and molding materials known as phenol plastics. 
The latter are used in the manufacture of telephone handsets, 
and telephone apparatus parts, as well as a thousand other 
devices and articles. 

Phenol Plastic materials are made by mixing phenol resin 
with approximately an equal portion of a suitable filler, such as 
wood flour and cotton flock, which adds strength and can be 
colored as desired. It is necessary also to add a small quantity of 
a chemical known as hexamethylene tetramine, to convert the 
fusible and soluble resin in the compound into the infusible, 
insoluble stage during the heat and pressure of molding. (A 
material is said to be fusible when it can be reduced from a solid 
to a fluid state by heat and it is soluble when it can be dissolved 
in a fluid.) After mixing, the hot, sheeted material is allowed to 
cool and is then ground to a fine powder, ready for the molding 
presses. On the opposite page is a picture of a phenol plastic 
press with dies for making telephone receiver caps. 

A phantom view of the telephone hwn<l
sct handle-the lran.~ntitter nnd the re
ceit•e?·. As illustnttecl and e~·1Jlained on 
the 1n·et:ious JXtge, the enti1·e ccv;c is 
molded of phenol 1Jlw;tic compound. 
1'he1·e arc a dozen additional rliffeunt 
insulating and moistu?·e-}woofing 111ale
?ials in '!lOUr handset: Cotton, rubbe1·, 
fin.~ (pape1'), phenol fibre, clay, talc, 
silk, wa:c, hemp (pape1) and shellcw. 

Appamtus for checking the acctwacy of 
threads on pheuol plastic 1·eceh•er cap.~. 
An enlarged image of the tlweads is 
1n·ojected to make certain they m·e with
in limits. This ca're is necessary because 
telephone parts ·must be interchangeable. 
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La1·ge rectangular ovens e . .-tcnding 20 
feet above the floor (We used in enamel

ing wires of lw·ge diameter. 

Smaller, round ot•ens are used fo1· bak
ing t•a?·nish-like enrunel on IIIU!Jilet- t!fpe 
wb·e, some of which is finer than hwlllm 
hair. Wi1·e JIW~ses jro111 thret• lo ilf't•eu 
times through the t1·oughs of enconel ctt 
the bcuJe of the machines and i.~ finally 
taken 1t71 on spools held in f mmes like 

the one shown in the jM·cm·ounrJ. 

Phenol Fibre 

Phenol fibre, basically a similar product, has many uses, 
particularly for insulators in telephone apparatus, radio equip
ment and other electrical devices. It is produced in sheets or 
special molds. In making phenol fibre, the resin previously 
mentioned is mixed with a suitable solvent to make it dissolve, 
as sugar dissolves when you put it in water. 

In this case, the solvent is alcohol and the mixing of these 
materials forms what is known as phenol varnish. Paper or 
cotton fabric is impregnated with this varnish, dried, piled to 
the desired thickness and subjected to heat and pressure in a 
powerful hydraulic press, forming a hard, infusible, insoluble 
product, as in the case of phenol plastic molding powder. 

The molding characteristics of these materials require a 
pressure of approximately 1,200 pounds per square inch for 
phenol fibre sheets, at a temperature of from 300 to 360 de
grees Fahrenheit, the time required depending upon the thick
ness of the finished molded parts or sheets. 

Enamel Insulation for Wire 

In recent years, to save space in coil winding and to im
prove the insulation for many special uses, enamel insulated 
wire has been developed. Its manufacture is an interesting 
process in which the liquid enamel is baked on the wire in 
successive coats. The enamel is so made by special processes 
that after drying it will not crack and the wire can be bent 
without affecting the coverings. Enameled wire is used in most 
types of telephone coils for connecting cables in exchanges 
and in some sizes of cable. 

Two general classes of copper wire used in telephone 
manufacture are provided with enamel insulation. One of 
these is used to connect the various relays, coils, lamps and 
other apparatus in central office equipments that are exposed 
to relati\'ely high operating voltages or to severe climatic con
ditions. The wire is first tinned to facilitate making soldered 
connections and is then insulated by coats of enamel. F urther 
insulation is provided by a textile covering made of specially 
purified cotton or silk which in some cases is impregnated with 
cellulose acetate lacquer after application to the wire. 

'£he use of castor oil and gilsonite (asphalt), resembling a 
thin black paint, is fast becoming obsolete due to the general 
change to cellulose acetate lacquer as an insulation for switch
board wire awl eable. A varnish enamel is used tu iusulate 
distributing frame wires and special wires. 

The other class of wire, used to wind coils, relays, and 
similar types of apparatus, is coated with a varnish-like enamel 
of different composition from that just described, and is made 
from the gum of the kauri tree which g1·ows only in New 
Zealand. Its gum oozes from breaks in the bark, much as 
cherry gum appears at cracks of cherry tree bark. 

The best grade of kauri from which the finest of furniture 
and coach varnishes, as well as wire enamel, are made, is a 
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Yery light amber in color and comes from logs that have fallen 
and aged underground for hundreds of years. 

In earlier times, the natiYes explored for this gum with 
long iron rods in the mud of swampy land. When they struck 
a kauri log or a lump of the gum, they dug for it, obtaining 
kauri gum in chunks sometimes as large as a man's head. As 
the value of the gum increased, men have taken to mining it 
like gold. Kauri, or "fossil gum," operations look something 
like old placer mining with men washing even very small par
ticles of gum out of the mud. Enamel containing this gum is 
particulady valuable to us because it retains its flexibility and 
insulating qualities for a Yery long time. 

When kauri gum is used for wire insulation it is mixed 
with chinawood (tung) oil, linseed oil, and some other natural 
resins, boiled together to a thick syrupy liquid and then thinned 
with naphtha. From three to seven coats are applied. The 
enamel has excellent insulating properties and can be applied 
to the fine wire in very thin coats ranging from .0007 to less 
tha11 .0001 of an inch in thickness, according to the size of the 
wire and the use to which it is to be put. 

Wood Pulp Wire Insulation 

Another and newer form of insulation for wires is a 
smooth co\'ering of kraft wood pulp applied directly to the 
wire. This was perfected after several years of experimenting 
and after o\·ercoming seemingly unsurmountable difficulties. 
Jack pine or other coniferous wood is reduced to its ultimate 
fibres, as in the kraft paper making process, by cooking the 
chips in a sulphate solution, washing and mechanically work
ing with water. From storage tanks this material, mixed with 
a large volume of water, is fed continuously to a modified 
cylinder paper machine where it is to be formed into insu
lation. 

The insulating process consists, in brief, of passing 60 
wires simultaneously through this machine where they are 
cleaned, embedded in narrow ribbons of the moist pulp and 
run through a polishing machine which turns the ribbon down 
to a continuous, wet, uniform covering. The covered wires 
then pass through an electric furnace, 26 feet long, maintained 
at a temperature that will dry but not scorch the insulation. 
This rapid drying leaYes the pulp covering in the flexible 
porous condition required for good cable insulation. The insu
lated wire is wound on reels; later it will be made into cable. 
Kraft paper is used extensively in condenser manufacture. 

Stomrte tanks for pulp 11.~ed in in.~ulat
ing cc,ble wi1·es. 

Polishing equipment which turns the 
moi:;t pul]J ribbo11 down to a continuous, 

wti/ol"rn cot•ering. 

Equi]>ment for etppf1Jing pape1· pul71 in
sulation to u ire Jtsed in making certain 

types o.f telephone cable. 
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"Way Down South in the Land of Cotton." 

Below - Inside the ,ginnin,q room 
whe1·e the cotton seed.~ and cotton 

fib?-es m·e sepa1·ated. 

of Cotton 

There is scw·cely a nation in the 
wol'ld which does not use cotton fo?' 
clothing. The United States is the 
chief p1·oducer of cotton and uses 
millions of bales. Yet the're is 
enough left so that we expo1·t more 
of it than of any othe1· commodity. 

On the levee at a cotton 1>ort beside the 
Father of Waters. 
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Cotton! The very word brings to mind pictm·es of many 
centuries and countries : India, land of gorgeous potentates 
and many religions where the white and yellow flowers and 
snow-white bolls of the cotton plant have colored the landscape 
for fifty or sixty or seventy centuries-Egypt, home of the 
finest cotton in the world-ancient America, land of Aztecs 
and Incas and of tobacco, potatoes, sunflowers-and cotton. 

Cotton scenes of today are no less scattered. The sunny 
land of negroes, sunshine, and song calls cotton-"King." 
Thousands of spindles and looms continually hum in New 
England, New York, Pennsylvania and in southern states, 
transforming the fluffy down into yarns and cotton goods. 
Ships ply our Atlantic coast and cross the seas to England 
carrying cargoes of raw cotton. Ships set sail from Egyptian 
ports and from Calcutta and other British Indian coast towns 
for England and America laden with bales of cotton. And 
from England and our country other ships depart for all ports 
of the wo1·ld with finished cotton cloths and goods. 

The first complete power-driven cotton mill in the world, 
manufacturing cotton cloth (by power-driven machinery) 
right from the raw cotton itself through carding, spinning and 
weaving, was set up in Waltham, Massachusetts, in 1813. 

Samuel Slater set up a cotton mill in Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island, about 1790, but an old fulling mill in Rowley, Massa
chusetts, antedated that, and Samuel Greer's cotton mill, the 
first real cotton factory in this country, represented only a 
small portion of the factory industry. Slater spun the cotton 
by a water-power-driven frame, but the yarn went mostly to 
cottage industries to be woven. 

Cotton has not always played so important a part in the 
world's commerce. The story of Eli Whitney and the inYention 
of the cotton gin, familiar to most of us, form the last chapter 
in a tale which starts with one John Kay in 1733. This Eng
lishman itwented a flying shuttle which enabled the weavers to 
turn out goods so fast the spinners could not easily keep up 
with them. For thirty-seven years the spinners struggled to 
supply the weaYers. Then Hargreaves, another Englishman, 
invented the spinning jenny. 

This made the race even. The mills could furnish to the 
trade all the cotton goods it wanted. With this greater produc
tion the price of cotton goods dropped to a place where others 
than the very wealthy could buy. If the mills could have 
obtained all the raw cotton they needed, cotton goods would 
have been cheap enough for the common people to use. But 
there was the hitch-the cotton growers could not supply the 
mills with enough bales of raw cotton. 

Eli Whitney solved this problem in 1793 by inventing the 
cotton gin, which separates the lint from the seed. Under the 
old methods one man would have to work two days to produce 
one bale of cotton. Now, a cotton gin produces fifteen bales in 
a day. 

1'his machine glazes or coats the indi
l'idtwl cotton t.l1rectds with ct slarclt 
compound which by p?·oducing ct smooth, 
ltard finish im]Jarts to the yarn in
creased st1·ength and resistance to wec.w. 
Glazed cotton is used in the oute1· cover
in{/ of switchborwd cords because this 
cla81l of cO?·d is subject to 1•ery ;;et·eq·e 

usage in the telephone exchange. 

Cotton braid protects many t!I]><'S of 
telephone col'fb;. As the ins11/ated lf'in'x 
or co1·ds come up tln·ongh the cente1· of 
this machine, spindles of cotton thread 
mtwe ?'01tncl rwd round lwaiding on thP 

p?·otectire /a!Jern. 
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Rigltt-C(Irt/in{l: Rrtll' cotton, after 
lu il1y mi.t'fll, clt flllfll t1111l "hipped" 
or •· rollt·tl" ix eto·dnl awl combed 

Wtlil lite fiil?'t'll lir 1111 rulld to 
CIIC/t ol/tfr. 

Below - SJiinnin.'J: After being 
C(wdcd, the {lb1·es arc stt·t•lchcd on 
d1'(twing {1'UIIH'S, twixtccl mul finally 
wouncl on bobbins which spin them 

into tlwcad jo1· weaving. 

Story of Cotton 

The plcwtations 1rhere cotton is picked 
a11d the towns where it is processed have 
groll'n as t/1(; cotton cloth of commuce 
has OOtll from those towns and cities 
furlhcr ond fui'thcr into the remote 

COI'i!CI'/:1 of the /1'01'/d. 

Left-A cotton btwrla•1· 11'1tirh OJlens the bales 
at the mill. 

Below-lVC'iglting the cotton in the field. 
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The cotton gin was a boon to our southern states. New 
plantations sprang up, old plantations grew larger and the 
United States took the place which it has ever since held, as 
the largest producer of cotton. 

The mill secrets of England soon seeped into New Eng
land. Wherever there was a good waterfall a textile mill was 
established. lnstead, however, of buying its raw cotton directly 
from the South, New England at first secu1·ed American raw 
cotton more cheaply from Liverpool by way of the West Indies. 

Cotton thus did a great deal to turn the South into a 
prosperous agricultural section and the North into a beehive 
of industry-and it is still an important item of manufacture. 

For anybody who has not seen cotton growing in the 
fields, a trip through the southern states, when the cotton 
plant is in full bloom, is fascinating. Then acre after acre of 
spreading branches are beautiful with green leaves and white 
and rose-tinted blossoms. 

As the blossoms gradually drop off, the bolls begin to 
swell. Soon they burst and the white fleece shows. This is 
usually in August or early September. 

A cotton field is usually picked three times. One-fourth of 
the crop is gathered in the first picking, one-half in the second, 
and the other one-fourth in the last. Dusky cotton pickers, 
working under a bright sun, dot the fields full of white bolls of 
cotton, making a picture in contrasts not soon forgotten. 

After the negroes pick the cotton, it is put into bags ancl 
taken to the gin. After the seeds are removed, the cotton is 
pressed into bales and shipped to wharves or to southern mills. 
Galveston, New Orleans, and Savannah are among the chief 
cotton shipping ports. 

The cotton seed and the waste from the gin were formerly 
thrown away. Now many valuable products are made from 
them. Cotton seed oil has become a common substitute for 
olive oil. Substitutes for lard, oil cake and oil meal are also 
manufactured. From the waste of the gin is made celluloid 
and a high explosive called gun cotton. 

Cotton is still used extensively in the manufacture of 
switchboard cables, wires and cords which are required in the 
telephone system. Its toughness protects the wire and it in
sulates one wire from another, thus preventing the electric 
current that carries your voice from wandering otT the wire 
pathway and being lost. 

One particularly interesting use of cotton thread is in the 
cords you see connected to your telephone. These cords a1·e 
bent and twisted many times, as you know, and since repeated 
bending breaks a copper wire, flat ribbons of copper alloy no 
thicker than your hair are wound spirally around a cotton 
thread to give the cord flexibility and added strength. Several 
of these tinsel wrapped threads are twisted together around a 
center cotton thread and the whole assembly again covered 
with one or more protecting layers of cotton. In recent years, 
rubber insulation has replaced some of these cotton coverings. 
The completed cord is made by braiding a CO\'er of mercerized 
cotton over two or three such conductors. 

lVinding enameled wire, fut·tlter insu
lated with cotton, around magnetic 
cores-used in loading coil.~ which 1>lay 
an important ]Jart in long distance tele
phony. Cotton u.sed in in.~ulating wires, 
is first ]nuified by special washing 
processes to 1·emo·ve ctny soluble sa.ltn. 

Thousands of J>Otmds of purified cotton 
and silk insulation. f>·equently imp>·eg
nated with cellulose acetctte lacquer, a1·e 
used on the wires and cables in the tele
phone e:rchange to connect togethe1· the 
switchbourds mul muilinr1J apparatus. 

The cord emerging [1·om t.l!e handle of 
this tele11hone set, those seen inside ancl 
those connecting cords (see text) com
ing /1·om the base of the stand a1·e 
cove>·ecl with an insulation 1nade of 

cotton. 
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Rig ht- SillcwMms mak
ing cocoons. Fifth week 
ttfte1· hatched from egg. 

Below-Moths breaking 
tl~1·ough the cocoons. 

The Story of s i 1 k 

Six centuries ago the g1·eat tmding cities of 
Venice and Genoa ca?Tied on tmde in silk 
with the Far East, and today silk is a sow·ce 
of national wealth to Fa1· Eastern count'ries. 

Feeding silkworms 11•ith nmll>e1·ry leaves. 

Below-Cocoons as they appear immediately 
after spinning. 

A silkworm farmer in Japan. 
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The story of silk is a story of olden times when merchant
adventurers journeyed to the Far East for valuable woods and 
spices and cloths-and of modern industry which sends men 
to those same strange countries of the Orient for the same 
precious products. 

The United States is the largest silk manufacturing and 
silk consuming country in the world. In one year recently, 
549,884 bales of raw silk were imported into the country a t a 
total value of more than $260,000,000. Pennsylvania leads all 
other states in the manufacture of silk products. Other im
portant silk manufacturing states are New Jersey, New York, 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

Silk dresses, shirts and the many, many other products of 
silk that are so commonplace today, are made from what was 
once a long, fragile fibre spun by a tiny worm in Japan. Japa
nese girls wind this cobwebby, sill<en strand from the cocoons 
of the silkworm, fast ships carry the precious cargo across the 
Pacific Ocean, and special trains waiting at the dock, rush it 
across the country in shorter time than the fastest passenger 
trains take for the journey. To reach its destination here, silk 
travels more than eight thousand miles. 

The secret of the tiny worm that produces a fi.bre so neces
sary to our everyday life was first discovered three thousand 
years ago in China. The fourteen year-old Empress, Sing Li 
Chi, watching- the worms spinning their cocoons on the mul
berry trees of the palace g-arden, discovered that the beautiful 
strands of which the cocoon was made could be twisted into 
thread and woven into beautiful fabrics. Today almost every
body wears silk, but for years after its discovery only kings 
and queens had silken garments. So highly prized were silk 
fab1·ics throughout China that death was the penalty which 
awaited anyone who revealed to foreigners the secret of the 
silkworm. 

Trade in silks, however, was carried on by China with 
neighboring countries as the years went by, and the Persians 
sold silk fabrics to the Roman Empire. Trade routes were 
established as the knowledge of the wonders of the Far East 
became known in Europe. Caravans brought cargoes of raw 
silk across the desert. Such explorers as Vasco Da Gama, 
Columbus, and others sought shorter trade routes by water to 
the Far East, the land of silks, spices, and jewels. 

Japan discovered the secret of silk cultivation about 300 
A.D. and today is our ch1ef source of supply; about 85% of all 
the raw silk we consume being imported from that country. 
China, however, is still an Important silk producing country, 
although some silk is produced in Europe. Attempts have been 
made from time to time to raise silk in the United States, but 
many obstacles have been encountered in its production; labor 
costs, high as compared to those in the Orient, being an im
portant one. 

Silk, though fragile looking on the cocoon, is the strongest 
and most elastic fibre known to man. That a three and a half-

Bccaut~c of it:; su perior in.wlating prop
ertie.~. ;;ilk i:; used in the manufuetun 
of AudiJ1houe (indil'idn a/ ltearinrf aid) 
c01·ds. T he 11se of s:lk also makes fo?· 
l!maller ot•e1·-a/l COI'd :;ize tchich is o de
si?·n.ble fea tw·e in the cords wo1·n with 

a hearing aid. 

In makin!J swik hboa?·d cm·ds a y ro11p of 
;;trands is n•mntd m·oto ul a lteav11 cotton 
t.hread and then WI'CLJ>ped 11'ith silk and 
cotton insulation. This unit is u•ater
)n·oofed and a cotton braiding is WOi'e>l 
n rom ul it jo?· pr otection and further 

insulation . 
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Right-A modern 11ilk steam filature or mill. 

Testing and grading silk. 

Silk, the lu . ..:zay of the bygone centuries. is a worker 
tcday in the clatrical industry because it keeps elec

trical ctuTcnf:; on their pathways. 

Left--Boiling cocoons to loos( 11 the :;ilk fibres and reeling the 
fibr~;s of rcuv silk. 

Sorting cocoons. 
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inch worm can produce these silken strands, which are so 
desired for garments and so useful in industry, is truly a 
remarkable phenomenon. When it hatches from the egg, the 
silkworm is about an eighth of an inch long. It feeds for thirty 
to forty days on mulberry leaves before it starts spinning its 
cocoon. The silk is contained in two small sacs, one at each 
side of the worm's body. The two strands join together at the 
spinneret, just below the mouth, coming out as a single strand, 
which hardens as soon as it is exposed to the air. The silk
worm attaches these strands to a twig, or other projection. 
and works industriously for twenty-four hours before the task 
of weaving the cocoon around itself is completed. 

Within the cocoon the silkworm changes into a chrysalis, 
and then into a moth, which breaks through the cocoon and 
flutters away at the end of ten or (ifteen days. The moth lays 
eggs from which other silkworms hatch and the cycle is started 
all over again. If, however, the cocoons are to be unwound 
and prepared for weaving into fabrics, the moth is not allowed 
to b1·eak through the end of the cocoon and spoil the lon~ fila
ments. To avoid this, the cocoon is heated to kill the chrysalis 
and so permit the unwinding of a continuous strand, sometimes 
one thousand yards in length. 

The umvinding, or reeling process, takes place at factories 
called filatures. Here Japanese girls sit in Jon~ rows and un
wind the silk f1·om the cocoon onto reels. Strands from fiye 
or six cocoons are combined to make one thread whose fibres 
adhere to each other because of the natural gum in the silk. 
The silk is then re-reeled to produce a skein which is well 
formed and can be easily unwound in American mills. Twist
ing the raw silk into "books," packing into bales, and prepara
tion for shipping, complete the process. 

While silk has been largely replaced by rubber and puri
fied cotton on cords used in the telephone system, it is still 
wrapped around miles of wire used in telephone switchboard 
apparatus, switchboard and audiphone cords and is especially 
useful in insulating fine wires, because it fits smoothly over the 
wires and takes up little space. 

This installer is connecting up the cotton 
nnd silk cot'e?·ed C01>per conducto1·s in 

the tele1Jhone switchboa1·d. 

Silk is wrapped c~round fine comJeT wire 
in a se?"l'ing machine 71ictnred abot'e. 
The o}Jemtor is culjusting the silk ba,nd 
to assU?·e 11er!ect covm·age of the wire. 
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Rigltt-Looseuinu the flax fibres 
from tht· xtulk., by ll't It ill[/ th('l/t 
iu a ril'l'1' whrrt IIIII/ ttn in (')'ales 

It'< ightetl clow" ,;·itlt xtmtes. 

SprnrrlhtfJ j/a.•· ji/11'<'8 on toothed belts to com•ert the separate 
jib?'('IJ into continuous et•en sized yants. 

Old rope from riggings that 
l!al'c sailed the seven seas a11d 
rogs of linen, cottotl cwd other 
cloths find their 1cay et·entu
ally into the paper that has 
been w~cd for centu,·ies to 
send 'ltTitten mes~>ages and to 

1·eco,·d commercial 
t mnsactions. 

Left-Jnte?·itn· of a native rope factor!/ 
i11 th1· Philippines. 

Belgian jla.•· lwn•csters pushing a 
cmlc of j/l!.~ into the ?'iver. 
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Most of us think of flax and the making of fine linen as 
belonging to the old world. And this is as it should be. Irish 
linen has long been famous, while Italy and Russia and Bel
gium have likewise been noted for the quantity and quality of 
the flax they grew. The old world has always raised flax and 
its history goes back beyond the days of Egyptian Pharaohs. 
No doubt you remember reading in the newspapers about the 
linen curtains found in Tutankhamen's tomb. 

Thus in I reland the seed is sown by hand, the fields are 
weeded by hand and in the latter part of August the plants are 
pulled by hand, gently so as not to injure the fibre. The next 
step is to soak the bunches of flax in water to get rid of the 
gum in the straw and to make it possible to free the fibre from 
the useless stem. Sometimes this is done by spreading the 
flax over fields and allowing the dew to settle on it or by 
putting it under water, as is done in Belgium. 

The fibre is actually separated from the stem in scutching 
mills by wooden blades, which strike the straw as it is pushed 
across a shelf, thus beating off the broken straw and leaving 
only the flax fibres. 

The flax then goes to a spinning mill to be made int0 
thread. Here the short and tangled ends are removed, while 
the long, finely split fibres are combed out into the two used 
for the yarns and twines from which linen is woven. 

We now have the linen cloth from which many fine things 
are made. But in making fine tablecloths, dress goods and 
other linen pieces, odd scraps are left over. And after a time 
the pillow cases, embroidered table pieces, the tablecloths and 
linen dresses wear out and are thrown away as rags. 

These scraps from linen factories, and rags from every
where find their way to mills, where they are changed into 
high grade linen paper. 

First the rags are sorted, dusted, cut into small pieces 
and boiled in water containing lime. When they come out of 
the boiler the rags are of a brownish color. Then after being 
washed again they are beaten down to a pulp. When this is 
poured out onto a moving wire mesh, the linen fibres in the 
liquid crisscross and bind together. The product is then passed 
through heated roll after roll, which dries and presses it until 
it comes out at the end in large rolls as finished paper. 

Linen paper is used in your telephone system in what is 
called the condenser. Now a condenser is a very simple piece 
of apparatus, made in its simplest form of two metallic plates 
insulated from each other so that the current is unable to 
flow directly from one to the other. The condenser is very 
important for this reason : a direct current is unable to flow 
through it, while an alternating current can pass through 
freely-and telephone ringing currents are alternating cur
l·ents, while the energy for talking over telephone wires is 
direct current from storage batteries. 

A ]Jiumto111 view of ymw handset trans
milte ,·. T he dome-shap ed dcwk rnass in 
the center is the ccwbon granu les. Th e1·e 
is a puper seal between the diaphragm 
and the electrode to }J?'<'1•ent the carbon 

granules f?·om leal>ing ou t. 

A ?"OW of ]Japer in.~ ulating machines. 
The sh i1t !J COJIJier wire shown on the 
spool~> in f ront of t hese insulators i.~ 
W?'a])ped with in sulating PUll eT much 
like one u•ou ld tape a baseball bctt, ex
ce]Jt th<tl ven; close limits must be 

maintained. 
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Right-Cooking 1·or1e undeT p1·es
su1·e to ·remove oil, di1·t, etc. 

Story of 

The d1·y end of a paper 1naking machine whe1·e pape1· is d1ied, 
calendered and rolled. 

Paper 

Today pape1· plays another 
part in the t1·ansmission of 
thought. It provides insula
tion fo1· the hund1·eds of wires 
sheathed in the lead coveTed 
cables along the 1·uml high
ways and under the streets 

in ow· large cities. 

L eft- Washing and beating 1·ope to 
the p1·ope1· dimensions fo1· paper 

making. 

Cutting rope and sepa-
1'ating fiMe ya;rn:;. 
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The Western Electric factory, in Chicago, makes millions 
of telephone condensers a year. l\Iost of these are made by 
taking two strips of aluminum and four strips of paper and 
winding them together so that each foil strip is separated from 
the other by two paper strips. In certain types copper foil or 
tin foil is used. This step is followed by others, such as 
thoroughly drving the units, treating them with wax and seal
ing them in small containers filled with an asphalt mixture. 
In making some kinds of condensers mica is used in place of 
paper, since it is also a good electrical insulator. 

Manila hemp is grown only on the Philippine Islands. The 
Filipinos culliYate the plants, weeding them when they are 
young. Just bcfot·e the time for flowering, they cut the plant 
down near the roots and split it open so that the sun can dry 
the fibre. After this the fibre coats are scraped. Two natives 
can cut and scrape about twenty-five pounds of the fibre in a 
day. 

The outer fibre, which is hard and strong, is used to make 
stout cord and rope. The layers next to these are made into 
web cloths and gauzes, while the inner fibres are woven into 
delicate fabrics like the "grass cloth" the French manufacture. 

To make :\Ianila hemp paper only old rope can be used. 
These old pieces of rope which ha\'e sen·ed their day on ships 
and farms make the strongest of p:tpers. The rope is reduced 
to a pulp, which is treated in much the same way as the rag 
pulp already described. 

Pait·s of wires for your telephone, if they form a part of 
certain types of lead co' ered cable, may be separately insu
lated wilh a strong, tough paper made of a mixture of hemp 
rope, coilon anct wood fibre. And around the whole bundle of 
pairs is wrapped a layer of similar paper, over which the lead 
sheathing· is placed. Hemp paper is also used in recei\'er coil 
insulators. 

Still a third kind of paper is used in the telephone circuit. 
Since this page which you are now reading contains carbon 
(a diamond is carbon as well as the graphite in your pencils 
and coal has a great deal of carbon in it) it is possible by an 
interesting chemical process to change the cellulose in the 
paper into carbon filaments which glow in certain types of 
switchboard lamps when a current passes through. 

Thus some of the switchboarrl lamps which signal your 
telephone ope1·ator that ~·ou wish a number or that you ha"c 
finished talking are lil!hterl up by fllaments which were orig
inally paper. Tungsten filaments also are used in S\Vitchboard 
lamps. 

And lastly, a paper stcck similar to that on which this 
page is printed. is used for another purpose. On it, is the 
number that appears under the cellulose acetate disc in the 
little holder on the front of the transmitter, or in the center 
of the dial on the base of your telephone. 

Thi!l Rhows the 7>a1>er 1l'rap]>ed 1cires in 
11 cable rwrl the pape>· ll'l"fi/J}Iillfl arowlli 
flu· 1 11tirr rope-like grOII}J of wires, just 
rr.~ the Nrbh core look.~ before it receives 
it 'I shcCith of /1 (tr{ and becou>PS renllnul 

core rcrl crt bh. 

l 'mifl' the !llrccts f>·om manhole to 
mrwholc tlu· lrad co!'CI'<'rl cnbh· carrying 
hroufrt r/11 of p(lirs of wires lies in clay 

concluit, either squnn: or ?'Oitnd. 
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Below-Washing late:~:. 

of Rubber 

Today, 1·ubbe1· touches our daily lives in tele-
1Jhone communication, t1·anspo1·tation, pt·oduc
tion of the ga?'rltents ·we wear, the foods we eat, 
the games we play and in a hundred other ways. 

Left-A nurse?'/! of young rnbber trees on a 1·ubber 
plantation in Liberia. 

Left- A mat1u·e rubber ]Jlantation. Overseer 
inspecting t1·ee tapping. 

Ta]J]Jing for 1·ubbe1· in Libe1·ia. Each morning the 
natives c1tt channels in the Hevect lreex, from 
which the latex exudes into little cu]Js at the I oot. 
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Four nationalities have played an important part in the 
history of rubber-an Italian discovered it, an Englishman 
gave it its name, a Scotchman put it to commercial use, while 
an American discovered how to vulcanize it. 

On his second voyage, Columbus found the natives of 
Hispaniola (Haiti) playing with balls of an elastic substance. 
It was one of the many strange sights experienced by the dis
coverer of the New World and made him also the discoverer 
of rubber. 

Spanish explorers found it in Mexico also, about the 
year 1521. 

In a recent book, "Columbus Came Late", the author 
travels in Mayan lands, telling of the many fascinating secrets 
of Chichen Itza. His discoveries show that rubber was known 
to that ancient and wonderful American civilization and, in 
fact, that Toltecs played a kind of basketball with balls of 
rubber. 

The Spaniards soon learned to waterproof their canvas 
cloaks with the fluid from the rubbe1· trees, and also made 
shoes of it. 

Some of the crude rubber in time found its way to Eng
land, where it was considered a curiosity and a plaything with 
no commercial value. But about the time of our Revolutionary 
War a famous scientist in England by the name of Priestly, 
who also discovered oxygen, found that this curious material 
would rub out lead pencil marks. From that time on English 
speaking people called the queer substance "rubber". Other 
nations have imitated the word used by the natives for the 
tree, the French spelling of which is caoutchouc (koochook) . 

Little more was learned about rubber for more than fifty 
years, but about that time a Scotchman named Mackintosh 
found a way to use rubber fo r waterproofing cloth and started 
to manufacture rubber-treated clothing. The word "Mackin
tosh" is still sometimes used in speaking of raincoats. 

But the rubber overalls and coats made by the firm of 
Mackintosh did not make ideal wearing apparel. Even the best 
qualities of rubber get soft and sticky in hot weather and stiff 
in cold weather. Indeed, little rubber would be used today if 
some one had not discovered a way to treat it so that ordinary 
changes in temperature ·would not affect it. 

The year ·Charles Goodyear was born the first rubber was 
brought into this country. Thirty-nine years later, Goodyear, 
almost despairing of finding a secret he had worked on for 
many years, accidentally discovered the process which made 
possible the huge rubber industry of today. 

The process, which he afterwards developed, and ·which 
he called vulcanizing, after the Roman god of fire, is a neces
sary step in turning rubber into tires, conveyo1· belts, rubber 
belts and practically everything made from rubber or having 
rubber in it. 

The best known of the rubber trees in South America is the 
Hevea (Hee-ve-uh) tree. This tree growing from 60 to 100 
feet high is found in the warm, damp jungles of Bolivia and 
Brazil. 

Sheet 1·ubber baked and 1·ulccmizecl i:; 
used [o1· the 1·ecei1'e?· of the desk stcmd 
tele71hone and molded 1·ubbe?· dust is 
used to form the cap of the 1·eceiver. 

This heuvy duty ?'Oller mill is used in 
p1·ocessing 1'(Wious rubber insulating 
com]Jonnds for the 11Hmu[actu1·e of ?'!t/J
ber cove1·ed wire. This operator is re-
11W1:ing a bcttcl! of iwwllttiug contpound 
p1·eliminan1 to st·mining it lh1·ough n 
fine sc1·een to remove fo1·eign particle;;. 
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Rubbe1· dust is poured into molds like 
the one the ope1·ato1· has before him and 
dies are inse1·ted in powe1·ful presses. 
When heat cmd pressto·e hat•e vulcamzecl 
thl( rubbe1· contents of the mold, re
cetve?· caps result, 1·ead1J to be smoothed 
to the glass-like surj(J.Ce 1/0t£ have so 

often felt against yo~w ear. 

Rubber is used as insulation on the 
wi1·es in mine, police, and ?·ailway telc-
111wnes installed out of doors and on 
wi1·e.~ and connecting cords in damp 
localities. Mm·ine anrl ai1·cm!t cables 
and cords a1·e ntbbe1· insulated. Rubbe1· 
is also 11sed in many pluces th1·ouglwnt 
the equtpment that goes to make up the 
telephone syste111-insulators, bushings, 
the tops of switchboard kelfS, l.:ey shelves, 
and 1wmbe1· plates used on switchboards. 

7'/te:~e special insulatiny and t•ulmui::
ing machines luke bat't wire mul n rib
bon of nti>l1e1· and in one opc·1·ation pro-

duce ntbber immlaled wire. 

in Your Telephone 

There is a rubber-producing tree found in Mexico, the 
Castilloa Elastica, and in Africa a vine, Landolphia, as well as 
the tree Funtumia Elastica, which has a high :rubber content. 
They are not, however, commercial sources of rubber, for they 
will not stand repeated tapping as will the Hevea. 

The Hevea has been transplanted and cultivated in the 
Dutch East Indies, Liberia and other parts of the world. The 
plantations of the east now produce nearly 800,000 tons an
nually. 

While Brazil is the original source of our rubber supply 
and for years fuTnished the world from its wild rubber trees, 
of recent years plantations in the East have been supplying 
most of the world's raw rubber. 

The juice from which rubber is made flows from the tree 
and is coagulated. This latex, as the juice is called, is a milk
like fluid circulating just beneath the outer bark It is distinct 
from the sap. To collect it from the trees, gashes are cut in 
the bark, through which the liquid drips into dishes. 

In the Amazon region the latex is smoked in a smudge 
made from palm nuts. The smoke of the palm nuts is a chemi
cal agent which transforms the latex into the crude rubber 
of commerce. 

On rubber plantations the rubber part of the latex-which 
is composed of rubber and resin-is made to curdle by chemi
cals. The curds are washed, sheeted and after being dried are 
smoked in hardwood fumes to prevent possible spoiling. 

To make this crude rubber of use to industries it must be 
mixed with sulphur and other substances and heated to a 
certain temperature for a definite length of time. Ebonite or 
hard rubber is made by adding about 30 to 35 % sulphur ta 
the ordinary mixture. 

The shell of your desk stand telephone receiver, the part you 
grasp to place at your ear, is of sheet rubber, while the cap at the 
end which actually touches your ear is molded of rubber dust. 
There are hundreds of telephone parts used in different places 
in the vast equipment that makes up a telephone system pro
duced from sheet rubber. On cords for telephone handsets, 
for police, aircraft and marine radio equipment, and for public 
address and railway telephone systems rubber insulated con
ductors are used. For added protection on cords used with tele
phones installed out of doors and cords used in damp localities, 
a completely rubber-covered cord is now being· made. 

In making rubber coyered wire, smoked sheets of crude 
rubber from the East Indies, sulphur from the Gulf States, 
\-Yhiting and other products are combined in a mixer weighing 
some thirty-five tons. The compound is then strained through a 
fine mesh screen after which it is formed into a ribbon about 
3" wide and %!' thick, and wound on a reel. 

These reels are conveyed to special insulating and vulcaniz
ing machines which take the l.Jare wire and a ribbon of rubber 
and in one operation produce rubber insulated wire. 
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Several kinds of waxes are used in insulating and mois
ture-proofing compounds on wires and various telephone parts. 
Superla wax, a high melting paraffin, is used in moisture
proofing the condenser in the handset type telephone trans
mitter. Beeswax is used for the same purpose in some types 
of handset receivers. Carnauba wax is used in the compound 
for moisture-proofing certain types of switchboard wires. This 
wax comes from the leaves of a palm tree (Copernicia Ceri
fera) that grows only in northern Brazil. During the hot 
season this wax exudes from and hardens on the leaves. The 
latter are cut off and dried when the wax becomes powdery and 
is easily removed, melted, and formed into blocks for shipment. 

The use of Shellac dates back to Sanskrit, being recorded 
among the oldest products of the ancient Hindus. There are 
few products which have more uses than shellac. Yet, so very 
little is known about shellac that nine men in ten who use it 
do not even know what it is. 

As the science of electricity developed, it became absolute
ly necessary to find an insulator that would be a total non
conductor of electricity and an effective bar to dampness. 
Shellac answered the problem, and there is scarcely an elec
trical device-from telephones to huge generators, simple 
switch cabinets to intricate radio circuits-in which shellac is 
not used as an insulator. 

Shellac is given to the world by a tiny red insect no larger 
than an apple seed, which drinks the sap of trees in India and 
Siam. 

Thousands of millions of these little bugs swarm upon the 
branches of certain types of trees in these countries; they feed, 
they propagate, they die. 

And, in doing so, they produce a gum that all the famous 
laboratories in the world cannot copy. These tiny 1·ed insects 
contain within themselves the ability to take tree sap within 
their bodies and subject it to chemical changes that are still a 
mystery to science. 

First the swarm of little bugs picks out the tree or trees 
to be used for feeding purposes. Then each bug inserts a 
stinger-like proboscis through the bark into the wood of the 
tree. Each female produces about a thousand eggs before 
dying. All the bugs eat continuously from the sap of the tree. 
This sap undergoes the mystifying chemical transformatwn 
and is then exuded by the bugs and forms a hard, shell-like 
covering over the body. Gradually the exudation from each 
bug meets and joins the exudation of the neighboring insects 
and finally all are a part of one complete crust. 

The male and female bugs both become inactive under this 
crust and then die. Their bodies have become a tomb and at 
the same time, an incubator for the next generation. 

In the sixth or seventh month the young begin to break 
through the crust and swarm to new feeding grounds. 

The B1·azilian palm, tree, Copernicia 
Ce1·ife1·a, /1·om the leuves of 1ohich Ca?·

nuuba wax is obtained. 

The life cycle of the Lew Bug 
1-Insects attached to the branch of a 

tree 
2-A female Lac insect fou'r weeks old 
.:-Young La(' i11sect 
~-YounrJ Lac insect emer,qing from n 

l<'ntule cell 
.'i-IJ'ingless male 
6-IVinr,cclmale 
7-Male cell thirteen weeks old 
8-A female thirteen weeks old 
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Right-The Trinidad Lake of 
Asphalt is ve1·y diffe?·ent in 
ap]Jea1·ance from the Be?·mu
dez L(~ke. It is p1·actically an 
uninten·uptecl sheet of as
plwlt. H e1·e, too, light 1"Ctil
?"Oetds that are mot·ecl us the 
:;!o-[ace of the lake moves, 

tnms]>Ort the asphalt. 

In the United States most asphalt is distilled !1·om petroleum 
and he1·e is a section of an oil field showing the den-icks used 

to drill for oil. 

Through the centw·ies asphalt 
hcts followed humcm needs. It 
started as an aid to the de
fense of the grectt Mesopo
tamian cities and today undu 
the world wide 1·ule of Com
me?·ce, asphalt p1·ovides good 

roads and streets. 

Left-The Bermudez Asphalt Lake 
in Venezuelc~ is like tt swamp with 
earth and pools of water scatte1·ed 
abo1tt. H e1·e the natives a1·e dig
ging out astJhalt and loading it into 

small ca1·s for transport. 

...... 
Digging asphalt {7·om a Venezuelan 

asphalt lake. 
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Today most of the so-called natural asphalt used in the 
United States comes from the well-known asphalt lake on the 
Island of Trinidad in the British West Indies and a somewhat 
similar lake in Venezuela. 

About 90 % of the asphalt used in the United States is 
produced in American oil refineries by distilling asphaltic pe
troleum obtained in Mexico, California, and the Gulf Coast 
States. 

At both-lakes crude asphalt is dug out in heavy lumps with 
picks, and thrown into small cars which run on rails chained 
to palm tree ties to keep the railway line together as the move
ment of the lake twists the tracks about. On these cars the 
asphalt is transported to the shore from whence it goes to the 
piers and thence away to Europe or America where it is re
fmed and used. 

In making telephone condensers the units of paper and 
foil which have been rolled, pressed and treated with wax are 
sealed in a container with an asphalt preparation, a special 
mixture which does not become soft and crawl in warm 
climates nor become brittle and crack in cold regions. 

Waterproof coils are also dipped in an asphalt prepara
tion and wires in the central office which are open to the atmos
phere are coated with it to protect them from moisture. 

Tape armored cable is so prepared that it may be buried 
in a trench, thus doing away with the use of expensive conduit. 
To produce it, lead covered cable is coated successively with 
coverings of asphalt, paper, jute, steel tape, and whiting. The 
whiting is added to keep the turns of cable from sticking to
gether on the reel, and to deflect the rays of the sun. Jute, a 
vegetable fibre that grows as a grass-like shrub in India, forms 
a durable coating for the cable. 

The inner layers of jute form a bedding for the steel tapes 
and keep them from cutting the lead sheath, while the outer 
layers, impregnated with asphalt, provide further water-proof
ing and protection from corrosion, or rusting. 

Clay and Talc 

From Florida and Califomia come, respectively, clay and 
talc, which go into the making of the ceramic barriers or in
sulators which separate current carrying parts in handset tele
phone transmitters. 

Stearin Pitch in Japanning 

Japanning, as the term is generally used in industry, means 
the application to metal of a varnish that dries hard with a 
glossy finish. Stearin pitch is added to japan because it has the 
property of making the japan insoluble and resistant to weather, 
when baked. The fllm of pitch is not brittle, although it is very 
hard. Usually stearin pitch is made from animal fats, the fatty 
acids being separated and distilled under Yacuum. The residue, 
after distillation, is stearin pitch. Until recent)y telephone 
mountings (handset and desk type stands) were japanned black. 
as were all subscribers' metal telephone boxes. Synthetic en
amels are now rapidly replacing japan for these purposes. 

Asphalt in cable t e?"?ninals, nsed when 
telephone w ires are joined to a lead 
cot·ered cable, p1·er Pnts 111oisture u·ork-

ing in among the wires. 

A condenser "potting" opercttion ht 
which thP condenser cans a1·e filled 1cith 
asphult compound, and the units, com
posed of wound alternate layers of 
aluminum foil rmrl paper, are inserted. 

Tape armO?'ing machine showing jute 
.se1·vi11!J heads and application of whit
ing to the annored cable on the take-up 

capstan. 
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Ri!fltl-lmliJOt:l IIJJ/ittiug and 
rutliny mirn. 

Indian mica cutte1·s trimming books of mica. 

Mica, the u:indow glctss and lante1·,z 
lenses of centuries ago, still plays 
a }Jart in bringing us light and heat 
for it is cw insulation ifz many dif
funzt ki11ds of electrical machin
ery, }JI'OI'iding light and heat and 
irz addition it find:; a place itt elcc
t?·ical conunwzication by telephone. 

l l 

Lc/t-11 mica mine in India. 

East Indians carryinr1 
mica. 
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American Indians had a noYel way of securing mica. They 
buill a great fire close by a rock containing pieces of the 
sparkling mineral. When the stone was red-hot they withdrew 
the fire and cooled the rock by pouring water over it. This 
sudden change of temperature split the rock and the Indians 
could then extract the treasured mineral, which they used for 
mirrors and for burying with their dead. 

Practically all peoples have sought out mica for its trans
parency. The ancients greatly valued this shimmering min
eral and talked a great deal about its wonders. The Roman 
General, Agricola, wrote that many call it a metal on account 
of its glitter and others name it eat's silver. Our name for 
the mineral comes from the old Latin verb, micare, to shimmer 
or sparkle. 

Thumb-nail or small knives are generally used by the 
workers in India to split the sheets of mica and since a delicate 
touch is required most of the workers are women and children. 
India, Brazil, and the United States produce about 95% of the 
world's sheet mica. It is also found in Madagascar. 

The most extensive and valuable use of mica is for insula
tion in dynamos, electric light sockets, telephones and other 
electrical appliances. 

l\fica is in your desk stand type of telephone instrument 
and there it is used in thin strips and round pieces in the car
bon transmitter button. It is this button which helps to trans
form the sound wa,·es of your \'Oice into the electric waves 
which pass over the wires to the receh•er of the listening 
party. Besides insulating the instrument, this mica protects 
the powdered coal from the effects of heat and atmosphere. An
other use of mica in telephone systems is in certain types of 
condensers, where thin sheets are used by the thousands. 

Cellulose Acetate Aids in Insulating 

Cellulose acetate is a synthetic material-not highly in
flammable as is celluloid, which is another product made from 
cellulose. It can be produced in the form of transparent sheets, 
yarn, fabric, extruderl tubinp:, lacquers, and molding powders. 

Due to these desirable characteristics, numerous applica
tions have been found in the telephone industry. Sheet ma
terial, only 0.0007 of an inch thick, is used as insulation between 
layers of wire in the rinp:er and induction coils used in each 
subscriber's station. The many relay coils used in central 
offices also are insulated and protected with cellulose acetate. 

A cellulose acetate lacquer is used to coat the cotton cov
ered wires of one type of terminating (interior) cable. This 
lacquer smoothes the cotton coating of each wire, prevents 
fraying, and is impervious to moisture. 

Cellulose acetate lacquer is used on telephone dial number 
plates to protect the numbers when we make a call. It is also 
used when hand telephone cradles and boxes are enameled in 
colors. Cellulose acetate lacquer also is used as a coating over 
cotton or cotton and silk on switchboard wire. distributing 
frame wire, and switchboard cable. 
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.ll irrt is /lil('(l fiB (tn insulator in the 
triiiiHmilll'r of !JOII1' de.~k ·'t(md telephone. 

A round piec<' of mica forms one end of 
t/11 ' ca rl11m t nuu;mitter button of yow· 
r/c.~k 11/et11(1 type telephone instnunent. 

Thin .~hats of mica are assembled [o1· 
the condcn!H' I'.~ w;ed in cert<tin special 
lclcphom circnitH tchich cnn·y se11eml 
IIIC'II>W{/I' H at 011<'1' lll'er the same pai1· of 

wirl'.~. 
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Leathe1· in the tanning process. A weak 
tmming liquor is used for the ji1·.~t bath, 

fo/loll•ed l>u st?·on.qe?· solution.~. 

Splitting the hide. This delicctte and in
teresting operation scpamtes the grain 
which cctJTies the hair from the hide 
and also li}Jlits the hide into V(trious 

thicknesses. 

Determining thickness of sueded leather 
used fo1· base of telephone handsets. 

. 
1n Your Telephone 

Leather, its Preparation and Use 

Raw material for American leathers, while largely domes
tic, comes also from several foreign countries. The leather in
dustry in 1937 used approximately 21,000,000 cattle hides, 
19,000,000 of which were home grown. There were 10,000,000 
domestic calf skins and 17,000,000 sheepskins made into vari
ous leathers in the same time. We used 50,000,000 goatskins 
which, however, were practically all imported from India, 
Brazil and also China. Most of the cattle hides imported come 
from Argentine, Brazil and Canada. 

Leather is used to cover the bases of handset telephones 
because, when dialing, its surface holds the telephone to the 
table more firmly. The raw material comes from hides of year
ling cattle of the northern part of the United States. 'fhese 
hides are smaller and finer than those of the large cattle used 
in the making of sole leather, patent leather and work shoe 
upper leather, and are used p1·incipally in the manufacture of 
so called "elk," the soft, light colored leather used in the manu
facture of sport shoes. Even these fine light hides, however, 
are about twice too heavy for use in shoes or on telephone 
bases, and after the first tanning process, are split into two 
layers by a band knife, moving at high speed. The outer or 
hair side is made into "elk" finish or other types of leather 
made from cattle hides, while the splits, or flesh side, is used 
extensively in the general shoe trade. Some of these splits are 
given an artificial coating and made into slippers. Others are 
sueded on the emery wheel and used for the quarter linings of 
men's shoes. 

Leather for telephone bases must be quite uniform. They 
cannot be too heavy, too thin and weak, or too imperfect. The 
tannage is pure chrome made from compounds of the mineral 
chromium, potassium dichromate, and aniline dyes that are 
almost unfadable. The leather must withstand a boiling test 
as well as meet a number of requirements for tensile strength 
and resistance to abrasion. 

Sueding of leather consists simply of loosening the ends 
of the skin fibres just enough to give a short uniform nap. It 
is done on a fine emery wheel, first before and again after the 
splits are colored. The tanning and coloring are done in large 
reYolving drums, at about no~ to 180° temperature, each 
drum holding enough splits to make about five thousand bases. 
The splits are cut with a hea\')' steel die. The cutting is accurate 
and permits the careful inspection and placing of each pattern 
to avoid defects, weak spots, or irregularities of thickness. After 
cutting, the bases are inspected with a micrometer gauge before 
being mounted on the bases of handset type telephones. 
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Wool on Some Telephone Bases 

Wool has become one of the staple products of the world, 
not only because it is useful as a fibre to spin and weave into 
cloth but because it-unlike cotton, flax and silk-can also be 
matted or felted. 

The reason why a fabric can be made this way was prob
ably not known until centuries after the first felt was made. 
It is possible because each fibre of wool is covered with minute 
teeth or barbs pointing toward its tip. By pressing a number 
of these fibres together, those which lie in opposite directions 
to each other and in contact will interlock at those barbs and 
stay attached. 

The fabric made by this ancient method is called pressed 
felt. There is still another kind of felt made today by weaving 
soft wool yarn into a fabric, which iR then passed, while in a 
moist condition, through heavy rollers. This product, called 
woven felt, is extl·emely durable and was used to make the pad 
on the base of your desk stand telephone. 

The Place of Wood 

Wood is extensively used in making switchboard cabinets 
and telephone booths. Two high-grade woods which are used 
mostly are Cuban mahogany from the West Indies and Peruvian 
mahogany from Peru and other South American countries. Oak 
from the North American continent also has an important place 
in telephone equipment. Many magneto telephone cabinets and 
bell boxes are made of this wood. 

Only the most suitable logs of a variety of woods are se
lected to be cut into very thin sheets called "veneer." These 
sheets are then used for the face side of built-up ply wood. 
India supplies teak to the telephone industry because it is a 
wood that is immune to wood-eating ants. Cabinets for export 
to countries subject to these insect attacks are made from this 
particular kind of wood which finishes to a rather light walnut 
appearance. 

In the telephone industry as many as thirty varieties of 
wood are used. Including those already me11tioned, they are : 

Cuban, Peruvian and African mahoganies, birch, maple, 
hickory, walnut, holly, basswood, red and white oak, ash, chest
nut. gum, lignum-vitae, cypress, beech, teak, poplar, Northern 
white pine, Western yellow pine, Norway pine, sugar pine, 
Southern yellow pine, tamarack, Douglas fir, West Coast hem
lock, balsa wood, white spruce and red cedar. 

Telephone poles, crossanns and insulator pins are of wood. 
Crossarms are made of Douglas fir from the west coast of North 
America or of yellow pine from the southern states. Pins are 
made of straight grain, yellow or black locust or oak, because 
each of these woods, for the particular job it has to do, serves 
ihe purpose best. 

This fulling mill is the modent method 
of feltiny. it stlcceeds through seve1·ul 
mechanical and machine improvements 
over ct long pe1·iod of yenn; /he old-time 
1/letltod o/ :>tmnpiny the doth with the 
feet. In tlu: fnllinu mill hwt, /?'iction 
and moisture combine to make one fibn 
interlock ll'ilh cmother. Felt is usPd [01 
1caslte1'R in the 111achinery which make!; 
carious telephone parts. Another inter
estiuu nse of wool is for coverittfl tele
phone coruhtcton; as u protection agai11st 

tlte effect of the climate in t?·opical 
countries. 

Prospect·it•e telephone poles are can
full!/ iru;pected in n concc'n tmtion yard 

for Cl/lll fWS.<i/){p f/Ctll':>. 

A co1-ne1· in one of W estem Elect1'ic's 
large wood-tcorking shop.~ where exper
ienced cabinetmake1·s liSe only fine 
selected woods for switchbonrrls cwd 

othe1· equipment. 



70 Quartz • 1n 

In another u·ood-llv'Orking shOJJ Hcien tiji
cally prepared woods a1·e used to con

stntct telephone booths. 

In n qua?·tz mine in Brazil nn inspector 
is engaged in u test to insure delire?'fl 
of onl11 the most Sllilable quartz C?'!/Sla/.~ 
for use in ?'Ctdio ILtld telephone voice 

t?·nnsmis;:ion. 

With this polM·iscope the tTained worker 
detennines e;wctly the axis of the QlWTt::: 
crystals before they are dia1nond snwed 
and then g?·ound within ext1·emely small 

tolenmces. 

Telephone Equipment 

The selection of trees of just the right height, girth and 
quality to make telephone poles is one of the most interesting 
actiYities of the telephone equipment suppliers. From the woods 
the tree is transported to a concentrating yard where it is 
seasoned, cut to the exact length, bolt holes bored, and treated 
as required and as inspection indicates. 

Among the woods suitable for telephone poles are: South
ern pine from the South; Northern white cedar from the Lake 
States; Western red cedar from the North west; Lodgepole pine 
from the Rocky Mountains; and Douglas fir f1·om the North
west. 

Some reels on which the familiar lead covered cable is 
shipped are made of spruce and pine. Giant fir and hemlock 
are used for cable reel lags and structural maintenance material. 

The Qualities of Quartz 

Today quartz has many uses. One of these is the making 
of ornaments. The ancient Greeks found quartz crystals in the 
Alps and thought they were a form of ice made permanently 
hard by intense cold. They gave them the name of "krystallos," 
meaning clear ice, from which we have the word crystals. 

One of the important modern uses of quartz crystal is its 
application to telephone circuits. For this purpose the mineral 
has a peculiar characteristic. When cut with pt·ecision to a pre
scribed thickness and area, depending upon requirements, and 
then made to vibrate, electrical charges are generated on its 
surfaces that keep in step with its vibrations. The charges can 
be led to vacuum tube amplifiers and made into a strong current 
that alternates in direction many times a second. This charac
teristic makes quartz crystals useful in long distance telephony. 
As many as 480 separate voices can be canied over a sing-le pair 
of conductors at the same time with the help of these accurately 
cut quartz plates which keep each voice on its own frequency. 

The same characteristics of quartz crystal are used to 
control and maintain the p1·escribed frequency of radio trans
mitters. 

P lates used in radio receiYers and transmitters are made 
as small as lf2" square by 1 100" thick and as large as 1 1;2" 
square by %" thick. 

Plates for telephone filters vary in size from a tiny bar 
1 16" square by 14" long to a plate the shape and size of a 
pocket mirror. 

Great accuracy is required in cutting and grinding the 
plates and some dimensions must be precise to within 1/ 100,000 
of an inch. 

Most of the quartz for this purpose comes from Brazil or 
fl·om far away Madagascar because large, clear, perfect crystals 
are required, and not the small particles or small masses found 
in seashore sand and in other silicon deposits. 
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Trench & Company, Charles S. 
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l. 'nited States Rubber Company 
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Willard Hepbum, Inc. 
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Zophar :\Iills, Inc. 
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